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PREFACE
"A people who have not the pride to
record their historYI will not long
have the virtue to make history that
is worth recording; and no people
who are indifferent to their past
need hope to make their future great."
Anon.
It is with a firm belief
philosophy
History

in the truth of this

that the present Vlork has been completed.

is the only true measure

of progress,

and as

such it must serve as our guide postl lest we go astray.
If this look into the past history
Disciples
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lead us on to greater
the time and effort
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subject matter
first aroused
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April, 1945.
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of the Disciples
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Librarian

Butler University,
necessary

and help given by
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the materials
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The period of American History from 1800 to 1865
saw a gradual development of the elements precipitating
the Civil War.
slavery.

Paramount among these was the question of

In 1800 the South was beginning to see the evils

of the system they were to champion so earnestly in the
years which followed, but the swift development of cotton
production and the development of conditions they attributed to abolitionism changed their attitude and delayed
the natural eradication of the slavery system which probably would have come.

The economical development, the

social development, the political development as well as
the religious development of this period were all effected
by this question of slavery.
Economically the whole Southern structure may be
said to have rested upon the foundation of slavery.

Aside

from the land itself, the largest monetary investment of
the Southern people rested in the slaves which were bought
and sold in the open market just as any other type of live
stock.

The largest exports of the South were tobacco and

cotton, both of which were made possible by slave labor.
It is difficult to decide whether cotton was responsible

1

2

for the increase of slavery or whether slavery was responsible for the increase in cotton production.

Both were

so interrelated that it would seem the one called forth
the other.
There had been, in the late 1700's, a strong movement
toward abolition of slavery, but development of cotton
culture furnished the economic reason for its continuance and growth. At the outset, the small amount of
cotton had been cultivated by white labor. The new
demand for and the scarcity of white labor in the
South necessitated recourse to the use of slaves.
Once the cultivation had been turned over to slave
labor, a stigma became attached to work in the cotton
fields for white workers. Likewise competition with
free labor was rendered uneconomical and impractical.
Both for social and economic reasons theltide of
immigration was diverted from the South.
Thus, not only was the economic influence of the
slave a positive one in the sense of present profits, but
it was also a negative one in the sense of future development of the South.

The presence of slave labor was

driving the immigrants from foreign countries to find
homes either in the North or the vast regions of the new
west.

The importance of cotton cultivation was blinding

the southern aristocrat and laborer as well to the undeveloped natural resources that lay at hand.
The plantation slave system caused the South to remain
agriculturally and industrially backward. Its rich
natural resources of iron, coal, timber and water
power went almost entirely undeveloped.2
Socially slavery was responsible for the developlC. T. Murchison, "Cotton, It Dictionary of American
History, II (1942), p. 67.

-

2Ibid.

3

ment of two distinct and widely differing types of living.
In the section of the country where slavery had been found
of no great value, the section generally referred to as
the North, the absence of slave labor led to the development of a democratic society in which the working man was
not scorned for his labor.

To the ttYankeeu labor was a

mark of distinction rather than shame, and the parasitic
individual who lived by the labor of others was held in
righteous contempt.
condition developed.

In the South, however, the opposite
To

O\Yn

one's land and work diligently

thereon to produce the sustenance of life was not enough.
To establish one's self in the Southern scale of living it
was necessary to

O\Yn

the land as well as the laborers who

produced the fruit of the land and thus to be free of the
necessity of working.
The Virginia of the Tidewater presented to some extent an exaggerated version of English rural life.
There the plantation owner ruled -- a sort of largerthan-life squire - and to an astonishing extent a
man's place in the social and political order was
determined by the amount of property and slaves he
owned. Class distinctions, too, were sharp and
clear-cut.l
Thus we find at the top of the Southern social
scale, the large plantation owner, who constituted only a
small minority of the population, but was the influential
and all powerful being in the South.
farmer, artisan, and tradesman.

Next came the small

The lowest place in the

lElizabeth Nottingham, Methodism and the Frontier,
(New York: columbia University Press, 1941), p. 16.
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Southern life was not occupied, as might be thought, by the
negro, but by a class of non-slaveholders commonly thought
of as
••••
"poor whites" or ttpofwhite trash." Such
persons were shiftless hangers-on, squatters or
tenants, in wilderness or piney-wood clearings, or
might form squalid communities of their own in barren
lands, avoided by whites and Negroes alike.l
The effect of slavery socially, then, was to act as
a divisive wedge by which the inhabitants of the land were
classified according to the number and value of their
slave-holdings.
The attention of the national governing body was
upon the question of slavery and the problems rising from
it from the first convening.
From the beginning of the national government the South
feared the North would use her position in the Union to
restrict slavery. There was warm debate when in the
first congPess petitions for restrictions of the slave
trade came from abolitionists. The result was the
adoption of a set of resolutions guaranteeing that
slavery should be left to the jurisdiction of the
states and that the slave trade should be undisturbed
before 1808.2
From 1800 through the hectic war period and the
frightful years of re-adjustment which followed, no session
of the national congress was free from discussion and
settlements necessitated by this institution of slavery.
opinions and views on slavery became the paramount issues
of each presidential as well as congressional campaign,
lHaywood Pearce, uNonslaveholders of the Old south,"
Dictionary of American History, IV (1942), p. 141.
2John S. Bassett, A Short History of the United
states, (New York: MacMillan company, 1935), p. 351.
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especially those of 1848 and 1860.

The admittance of all

new territory during this period was delayed by the contention over whether it would be allowed to number slaveholders among its residents or whether the practice should
be barred altogether.

This problem arose in connection

with the admittance of Missouri (1821), Texas (1845),
California (1850), Oregon (1859) and Kansas (1861) to
name a few.

By 1849 the South was openly threatening

secession, but each new session of Congress hoped to see
the settlement of the problem and peace assured.

This did

not come, however, and the tide of the years carried the
entire country into a bitter fratricidal conflict.
It would not be possible for such a contention to
pass without leaving its mark upon the religious bodies of
the country.

The church has ever busied itself with the

problems of the world at large, both social and political,
and it was not to let this one pass unobserved.
The Bible was made a standard textbook both for and
against slavery. Hebrew and Christian experiences
were exploited in the interest of contending parties
in this crucial controversy. Churches of the same
name and order were divided among themselves and
became half-pro and half anti-slavery.l
Illustrative of this type of literature is Albert
Barnes' An Inquiry into the scriptural Views of Slavery,
which was published in 1846.

In his discussion of why the

appeal on slavery should be made to the Bible, the followIJesse Macy, The Anti-Slavery Crusade, (New Haven:
Yale University press, 1921), p. 2.
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ing statements and citations were given:
The appeal will be made solely to the Bible,
because it is by such an appeal that the advocates of
slavery endeavour to defend the system. In popular
speeches; in sermons; in solemn acts of Presbyteries,
synods, conventions, conferences, and assemblies; in
formal treatises in defense of slavery, in pamphlets
and reviews, the appeal is constantly made to the
Sacred Scriptures. In popular illustrations of
Scripture, in newspaper articles, in learned oommentaries, and in the formal opinions of erudite professors at the·North and the South, such a melancholy
general expression of opinion that the Bible lends its
sanction to slavery prevails, that it has come almost
to be regarded as a settled matter •••••
The following is the declared opinion of Rev.
E. D. Sims, Professor in Randolph Macon College, a
Methodist institution:"These extracts from holy writ unequivocally assert the right of property in slaves, together with
the usual incidents of that right, such as the power
of acquisition and disposition in various ways, according to municipal regulations. The right to buy
and sell, and to transmit to children by way of inheritance, is clearly stated. The only restriction on
the subject, is in reference to the market, in which
slaves or bondsmen were to be purchased.
• •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
The following sentiment was expressed by the late
Rev. Wilbur Fisk, D. D., President of the Wesleyan
University in Connecticut, a name standing deservedly
high in the church.
"The relation of master and slave may, and does,
in many cases, exist under such circumstances, as free
the master from the just charge and guilt of immorality.
"I Cor. vii.20--23.--This text seems mainly to
enjoin and sanction the fitting continuance of their
present social relations; the freeman was to remain
free, and the slave, unless emancipation should offer,
was to remain a slave.
"The general rule of Christianity not only permits,
but, in supposable circumstances, enjoins a continuance of the master's authority.
"The New Testament enjoins obedience upon the
slaves as an obligation due to a present rightful
authority."l
lAlbert Barnes, An Ing_uiry into the ScriEtural
Views of Slaverl; (Philadelphia: Perkins & Purves, 1846),
pp , 2rr':-30.
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A similar work was that of Reuben Hatch". entitled
Bible Servitude Re-Examined.

Here again reference is made

to those who would seek to endorse slavery with scriptural
backing.
The great Malakoff of slavery, deemed by its advocates absolutely impregnable, is a pro-Dlavery intel'pretation of God's Bible. To this it has retreated,
and now bids defiance to all opposition. By the help
of this it has grown insolent and fierce, and now at
last, unblushingly seeks to degrade the laboring
classes of all hues to the miserable condition of
chattel slaves, by divine authority. Formerly it
condescended to bring meat-offerings to conscience and
the Bible: now, at last, it has opened upon the human
conscience the batteries of a pro-slavery interpretation
of the Bible, and impudently demands a full surrender.l
The various religious bodies of the country found
themselves faced with a divided opinion upon a subject vital
to the South, and thus of import to the North.

The larger

population of the North gave to it a decided advantage in
the judgements which arose over the problem, and thus the
South found itself being out-voted and overrun in the
conventions and councils of the churches.
The first clevage to occur in the religious groups
came in the Methodist body, 1844-45, and was precipitated
by discrimination against ministers and missionaries from
the South who were Slave-holders.
The crisis in the controversy was reached in the
General Conference of 1844, when one hundred and eighty
delegates, representing thirty-three annual conferences
and the best talent of the church, met in New York in
May. From the beginning of the month's session slavery
lReuben Hatch, Bible Servitude Re-Exrumined;
(Cincinnati: Applegate & co., 1862), p. 9.

8

was the burning issue, and an appeal of a slaveholding
minister, who had been suspended from the Baltimore
Conference for refusing to free his slaves, brought
the question to the center of the stage. Eventually,
after long debate in which the whole slave issue was
reviewed, the Conference voted" overwhelmingly, to
uphold the decision of the Baltimore Conference.
This decision revealed the anti-slavery temper of the
majority of the Conference ••••
•
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • the day after the General Conference adjourned
the southern delegates met and there determined to call
a convention of the southern chur-cnes to meet in
Louisville, Kentucky, on May 1, 1845, and issued an
address to the ministers and members of the southern
states and territories setting forth the situation as
they sa~ it •••••
The convention met at the appointed time and place and
was completely harmonious.
On the second day it voted
by an overwhelming majority to separate, and then and
there steps were taken to form a new church.l
The Baptist
because

group was the next to suffer division

of the slave issue.

Board OPPOSing

The decision

the use of slaveholders

was the final blow which

of the Foreign

for missionaries

severed the Baptist

oneness.

In the fall of 1844 a member of the Alabama Baptist
Convention raised the question: "Is it proper for us
in the South to send any more money to our brethren at
the North for missionary and other benevolent purposes
before the subject of slavery be rightly understood by
both parties?u
This question led the A.labama Convention
to pass a series of resolutions, the second of which
demands that the authorities in control of the bodies
receiving funds from the Baptist churches state whether
or not "slaveholders are eligible and entitled equally
with non-slaveholders
to all the privileges and immunities of their several unions."
To this question the
board gave answer on December 17, 1844, and declared
that in thirty years no slaveholder had applied to be
a missionary and since the board does not send out
servants it could not send out slaves. Further they
state: Itlf, however, anyone
should offer himself as
a missionary, having slaves, and should insist on
lWilliam Sweet, The stor of Religions in America
(New York: Harper & Brotners pub lahers, c1930), pp.

t

436-438.

9

retaining them as his property, we could not appoint
him. One thing is certain, we can never be a party
to any arrangement which would imply approbation of
slavery. tt 1
The year 1861 witnessed the break in the
Presbyterian group which was directly caused by the issue
over slavery.
The all-consuming interest in the slavery controversy was such as to make the Presbyterians, then
already divided (from 1838) into Old School and New
School (over Westminster Confessionalism, the operation
of the Presbyterian-Congregational Plan of Union, and
a more or less defined modicum of early slavery agitation), to forget other differences in the interest of
the growing national issue. The New School General
Assembly of 1857 took such a stand that pro-slavery
advocates organized a United Synod of the South.
Delegates from Old School synods and presbyteries in
the south met in Augusta, Georgia, in 1861, and formed
the Presbyterian Church in the Confederate state of
America. These two bodies joined forces in 1864,
.
constituting the now existing Presbyterian Church in
the United states of America.2
In the early part of the nineteenth century there
was begun a movement which was to become known as the
Disciples of Christ and which was to be recognized as one
of the leading religious bodies.

The founding date of

this group has been set by some as 1809 when Thomas
Campbell organized the Christian Association of Washington,
pennsylvania and published the "Declaration and Address"
The religious movement which has been called the
"Restoration of the Nineteenth century" was, in its
origin, not unlike other movements of its kind. The
world was waiting for it. The symptoms of its coming
lIbid., pp. 431-432.
2Alfred DeGroot, The Grounds of Divisions Amon~
the Disciples of Chris! (Chicago: privately printed, 1 40),
pp. 73-'14.
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were seen in many directions, and the undercurrent
which had, somewhat unperceived, been sweeping through
the churches of Europe and America, came at last into
clear vision through what was almost a volcanic
eruption in this country, and was at least of sufficient force in Europe to threaten the old religious
establishments with dethronement, if not with utter
destruction.
• •••
from a historical point of View, it is no unworthy treatment of the facts of the case if we
reckon the religious movement, named the "Reformation
of the Nineteenth Century ..
" to have had its formal
inauguration with the issuance of the "Declaration and
Address," in september, 1809.1
This movement was to pass through many changes
before it became the group we know today as the Disciples
of Christ.

In 1813 a union was effected with the Baptists,

close allies on the immersionist principle, but this
alliance was dissolved in 1830.
• • • • relations between the Reformers and the
Baptists became somewhat strained soon after the
Campbells united with the latter. This condition of
things continued, notwithstanding Mr. campbell did
valiant service for the Baptist cause with his periodical, the Christian Baptist, up to the time when it
was discontinued. Finally it became evident that
Mr. Campbell and his friends could no longer remain
in fellowship with the Baptist denomination.
• •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
This separation was somewhat gradual •••••
the
trouble began as early as 1816, when Mr. campbell delivered his celebrated sermon on the "Law." From that
time forward he was more or less suspected by many of
the Baptist clergy, and finally about the years 1828,
'29, and '30 it became evident that the Disciples
WOuld have to occupy a separate position, though this
was contrary to their wish, and certainly contrary to
the whole aim of the ~ampbells when they began their
reformatory movement.
From the time of this separation may be seen the
real progress and power of the movement.

The strong

lWilliam T. Moore, A Comprehensive History of the
Discirles of Christ (New York: Fleming H. Revell Company,
c1909 , pp. 21-22.
2Ibid., pp. 212, 213.
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leadership

of Alexander

and other equally
Brotherhood

Campbell,

forceful

through

men of faith, guided the

the treacherous

groups and individuals
in the religious

son of Thomas campbell,

of other

until it became a recognized

power

world.

The unity of the Disciples
slavery dispute
has occasioned

opposition

throughout

the era of

and open combat which developed
much discussion

Why did the Disciples

from it

as well as speculation.

not divide?

Although

this in itself

is not our problem

it may be well to here note the major

difference

the Disciples

between

the period in which

and the denominations

the divisions

Three of these divisions

took place.

of

(1840-1861).

have already been mentioned

and

of the three, two are even yet divided.l
In these groups which
centralized
a direct
authority.

authority,

target.

suffered division we see a

against which rebellion

In the Disciples

Had there been,

could find

there was no such

it is very likely that there

would also have been division,

far there was a wide

diversity

in much debate and journal-

of opinion resulting

istic effort.

The anti-slavery

group was not content to

lIn April, 1939, the Uniting Conference forming the
Methodist Church was held by representatives
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, the Methodist Episcopal cnur-cn,
South and the Methodist Protestant Church.
Since that
time unification of boards and agencies had been in process. 1941 Edition Yearbook of American Churches, ed.
Benson Landis (Jackson Heights, N. Y., c1941), p. 59.
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confine its efforts

to talking and writing~ however~

set about to organize~

in 1859, a missionary

through which only those definitely
slavery belief could co-operate.

committed

but

society
to the anti-

It is the study of this

action and its results with which we wish to deal.

CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
In 1849 in the city of Cincinnati, Ohio, the
American Christian Missionary society was organized by
brethren of the Disciples of Christ.
In slow succession from 1830 on, state missionary
societies were organized for the employment of evangelists and yearly meetings were held for mutual encouragement. Soon there appeared opportunities and
obligations that belonged to all of the states, and
the American Christian Missionary society was organized
in 1849 with Alexander campbell as its president. This
society was intended to preach the Gospel abroad as
well as in North America, and actually did so in a
limited degree in two or three ventures.
For ten years this organization continued as the
only general brotherhood agency for missionary efforts,

)i

both at home and abroad, and in the minds of most individuals it came to be thought of as the only necessary
organization for missionary activity.
During this period the journals of the brotherhood
were, with few exceptions, constantly publishing articles,
as well as letters and comments from disciples in all
sections of the country, in which they expressed their
attitudes on and views of slavery, which was fast becoming
the paramount issue of the nation.

These views represented

lW. R. Warren (ed.), ~vey
of service (Saint
Louis: Christian Board of PUblication, c.1928), p. 12.
13

14
three divisions of thought.
The first of these was made up of those individuals
who were professors of Christian beliefs and could see no
reason why such beliefs should keep them from ovming slaves.
Those who held to this position were largely residents of
the Southern states, and though representing a large section
of the brotherhood, yet did not become so active in these
journalistic disputes over the religious aspects of slavery.
Perhaps one reason for this lack of participation could be
the fact that they were watching with anxiouS eyes the
developement

of a political maelstrom over the same question,

that of slavery.
The second of these ~oups
to the first.

was in direct OPPOSition

These men were also rrofessors of Christian

beliefs" but; they felt very fervently that no Christian
could own slaves or traffic in slavery and maintain their
purity as Christians.
The third group represented in this diversity of
opinion was made up of men who believed that slavery was
not morally right, and who did not own slaves themselves,
but who could not see that the question should be allowed
to cause division in the brotherhood or become a test of
fellowship.
Illogical as it may seem, the great burden of the
dispute was not between the two extreme groups, but rather
between those who occupied one extreme position -- that
slavery was absolutely wrong and could not be countenanced

I'
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by Christians, and the group occupying the middle ground
that slavery was y~ong but was not a matter of religious
faith.
Most of the members of these two groups were residents of those states commonly referred to as "the border
states", being those states on either side of the MasonDixon Line (the theoretical division between the North and
South) which were not far enough North or South to be
undividedly committed to anti-slavery or pro-slavery beliefs.
Indicative of the thinking of those men who were
dedicated to the belief that no Christian could own slaves,
and indeed should openly condemn the practice was Thomas
Wiley who engaged in a journalistic debate with Jeremiah
Smith, a circuit judge in Indiana.• • • • God "made of one blood all nations of men to
dwell on the face of the earth," I claim that all men
have one common origin. And as human laws are essential
to the existence of the institution of slavery, and as
God has never given to man authority to reduce his
(brother) fellow-man to a level with the animal of
brute creation, as does the institution of American
slavery, and as the institution, in this particular,
does conflict with the law of God, therefore it is a
sinful institution. This is the argument, and it
remains with all its force against the sinful institution of slavery.l
Representative of the attitude of these men of the
"middle ground" was Benjamin Franklin, editor of the
American Chriptian Review, who made the following statement
in an 1858 issue of his paper:
. _.. .
lJeremiah smith, Is Slavery Sinful (Indianapolis:
H. H. Dodd & Co., 1863), p. 226.
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While the great mass of the brotherhood is sound, and
acting harmoniously and unitedly, and the prosperity
of the cause unequaled--while
there is certainly an
increasing piety and devotion among the Disciples--we
have two little parties in our midst, consisting of
men of one idea---hobbyists;
and to the extent of their
power and influence, whether they intend it, or not,
they are infusing schism among the brethren.
In many
instances it has only amounted to schism in feeling;
but this, as a matter of course always preceeds schism
in practice.l
In these words we find expressed
certainity

that making an issue of any personal

will result

in division.

opinion

Those to whom he referred

in a later paragraph

mentioned

the fear and

are

as follows:

One of the little parties we allude to, not in harmony
with their brethren, nor co-operating with them, but
negative men, constantly objecting to every good work,
and, to the extent of the weight of their influence,
prejudicing the minds of the brotherhood against some
of our great movements, are our noisy, imprudent and
impracticable anti-slavery brethren.
The slavery
question is their touchstone- ..their test of orthodoxy-their central idea- ..their criterion by which they
determine who is sound in the faith.
By this test they
try every creed, both religious and political, every
man, every organization and every work.2
Prejudice
society

toward the American

had been evident

sentative

1849, for at that time

to send out the first missionary

of the Brotherhood,

Barclay was selected
a resident

and sent to Jerusalem.

-

2Ibid.

Christian

repre-

and in 1850 Dr. James T.

of the State of Virginia,

lAmerican

Missionary

among many men of the brotherhood

from the year of its inception,
plans were formed

Christian

Review,

Dr. Barclay,

was a well educated

November

9, 1858, p. 178.
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man, having received his degree as a Doctor of Medicine
from the University of Pennsylvania.

Although he had been

a member of the Disciples' brotherhood for only ten years
at the time of his acceptance as a missionary, he was
zealous for the cause and orrered himself and the members
of his family to the Brotherhood for service as missionaries.l

Following is the letter written by Dr. Barclay to

the Board of the American Missionary society in which he
sets forth his desires, and.those of his family, for
service.
Cincinnati, Oct. 30, 1849
To the board of Managers of the
American Christian Missionary society.
BRETHREN: --Prompted by an ardent desire to be as
useful as pOSSible, and believing that I can be more
usefully employed in communicating the Gospel to those
who are entirely destitute of its blessings, than by
any service I can render in this land of Gospel privileges, I have determined, after mature and prayerful
consideration, to offer myself to the church, as a
missionary to the heathen. And being comparatively
unloaown to you, it becomes both proper and necessary
for me--even at the expense of some apparent egotism-candidly to communicate to you such information as may
enable you to determine whether my qualifications are
such as will justify you in appointing me to that
responsible office.
I have been a member of the Church of Christ about
ten years, and during the greater part of that time,
an elder; but have only been engaged in the public
proclamation of the Word during the past year. To be
able to "endure hardness as a good soldier of Jesus
Christ," is deemed an indispensable requisite on the
part of him who would lead the self-denying lifo of a
missionary of the Cross, and I bless my Creator and
Preserver, that though I am now in the forty-third
year of my age, my health is uniformly and unusually
lCf., Norman Quentin Grey, "Pioneering in Missions
(Unpublished B.D. dissertation, School of Religion,
Butler University, 1944), chap. iii.
•••

n
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good; being blessed with an excellent constitution and
great powers of endurance. I have some acquaintance
with the Latin, Greek and French languages, and such
an aptitude for the acquisition of foreign tongues,
that no insuperable obstacle exists on this score. I
am a regular graduate of the medical profession; and
although I have not been engaged in practice for some
years, yet, but little application would suffice to
qualify me as a practitioner of medicine again. My
acquaintance with the arts and sciences is quite extensive; and with some of them--intimate--both theoretically and practically--possessing great artistic
and mechanical tact. I mention this, because such
attainments on the part of the missionary, are esteemed
very desirable, inasmuch as they tend to procure a
favorable access to the heathen.
My wife, whose mind has long been exercised on
this subject, cordially dedicates herself to the cause
of missions, so far as her influence can be appropriately"The
exerted.
children whom God hath graciously given us,"
consisting of two sons- ..the one aged eighteen, the
other fifteen, and a daughter only thirteen years of
age--desire also to ugo unto the heathen"· with us,
and thus be fellow-helpers to the truth in their
respective spheres. Having long since made our God
their God, and our people their people, it is natural
that they should desire to go where we go, lodge where
we lodge, and die where we die; but so far as can be
ascertained, they seem to be actuated in making such
a choice by higher motives than those that spring from
mere filial affection. Their education having been
early commenced, is now nearly completed on a somewhat
liberal scale; and I am happy in the assurance that
they possess far more than an ordinary share of piety
and zeal, and are perfectly willing to do whatever
they can, either now or hereafter, in behalf of the
perishing
Such aheathen.
statement I deem due, alike to you, to the
cause,
and to
It must
be ourselves.
understood, however, that though willing, and anxious to carry the glad tidings of salvElM
tion to Jews, Mohoroetans, or Pagan idolater, the
tender of our services is only made in the event that
no others can be found possessing greater ~omise of
usefulness, who are willing to "hazard their lives for
the name of our Lord Jesus Christj" for our willingM
ness to embark in the missionary enterprise, proceeds
from no desire to e~patriate ourselves and forego the
endearments of home; but from a sincere regard to the
glory of God and the welfare of the poor benighted
pagans, "sitting in the region and shadow of death,
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perishing for lack of knowledge. It And thereforo if
the services of more competent brethren can be obtained" cheerfully will we consent to Utarry by the
stuff" in our own American Zion" and contribute to
their maintenance among the heathen--content to serve
in any capacity whatever, in a cause so glorious as
that of the conversion of the world
May He who is "excellent in counsel and wonderful
in working," direct you in all things, to the glory of
His name and the advancement of His cause; "working in
you that which is well pleasing in His sight, through
Jesus Christ," to whom be all the glory for ever and
ever. Amen.
With sincerest Christian regard,
Dear Brethren,
Yours, in hope of life eternal,
James T. Barclay,
Of scottsville, Albermarle county, Virginial
With the acceptance of Dr. Barclay as the representative of the newly formed society a veritable storm
broke about the heads of those who had charge of such matters in the brotherhood, for Dr. Barclay was a slave ovmer,
and this charge, in spite of the fact that he had inherited
the slaves and offered them their freedom at the time of
his appointment as a missionary,2 was hurled against him
from every quarter.
By 1852 the issue over Dr. Barclay was well developed, for when the Ohio state meeting was organized the
reports of Barclay's slave holdings had reached the ears
of a few men of that state who felt that such a stigma
should disqualify Barclay as a representative of the American
Christian Missionary Society and if the society continued
lD. s. Burnet, The Jerusalem Mission, (Cincinnati:
American Christian PUblication Society, 1853), pp. 6-9.
2North-Western Christian Magazine, February, 1855.,
pp , 252 ...255 •
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his support, then should the Society be abandoned.
pre-convention

correspondence

In a

between a Mr. Kirk and

Isaac Errett we find this matter discussed.

Mr. Kirk

wrote:

NOW, Brother Errett, 1n the name of religion and
humanity, can we consistently sustain either
Brother Barclay as a missionary at (in) ancient
Palestine, or how can we co-operate with a missionary society that sends such a c~aracter, guilty
before high heaven and all good men, of such ungodly
conduct? My soul, come not thou into their secret
assemblies.l
Mr. Errett, who held opinions of an anti-slavery
nature, but who was also of the intermediate
replied to this communication

position,

stating that his answer was

vwitten after much deliberation

upon the letter received.

It has caused me much trouble of mind, and has given
another to the thousand reasons existing before far
wishing this whole acoursed system of American
slavery banished from our guilty land. But after duly
considering the whole matter, I cannot see it as you
do. I know nothing about it, only what your letter
sta.tes. From your statement it seems, first, that
Brother Barclay inherited these slaves--he did not buy
them; seoond, he offered them freedom if they would
leave the state. This certainly does not look like
the proposition of any 'ungodly' man; nor does it
prove that 'in his zeal to carry the gospel to the
heathen at Jerusalem, he sold heathen at home. ,2
This pre-convention
the issue, however,

correspondence

did not settle

and when the meeting convened in May,

Mr. Charles Brown, whose views corresponded to those of
Mr. Kirk, who had likewise exchanged letters with Errett
about the matter, was present in the meeting and constantly
lW. T. Moore, Com rehensive Ristor of the Disci les
of Christ, (New York: Fleming R. Revell, c.1909 , p , 455.

-

2Ibid., p. 456.
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opposed the actions of the assembly.
In April, Charles Brovnl, of North Bloom£ield, wrote
a letter similar to that of Kirk, opposing all support
to the American christian Missionary Society, on account of Dr. Barclay's position with regard to the
slavery question. When the convention met at Wooster
this matter was brought up, and the following notes
made by Mr. Errett show plainly h~{ he felt about the
matter:
May 12. Met in convention at ten. Was put on
committee to prepare a constitution and business for
the meeting. After dinner had a meeting of committee
-- Bro. Brown began to make trouble. In the afternoon
convention saw Bro. A. Campbell. C.B. made much
trouble, speaking every two minutes and much delaying
business. After the afternoon session met at Bro.
Lakes's to prepare a constitution. Had great debates
with C.B. Got ready far reporting by 8 o'clock. Then
came the tug of war. C.B. presented a counter report.
The evening was spent in tedious discuBsion with him.
I made but one little speech, which had a pacifying
tendency. Did not adjourn till after ten. Very weary
with the toils of the day.
May 13th. Morning session very unpleasant. C.B.'s
course most unwarrantable. I made short speech which
came just in time to do good.l
This opposition by Brown was prompted by dissatisfaction over the American Christian Missionary Society's
attitude toward Barclay.

His opposition did not thwart

the intentions of the Ohio brethren to organize, however,
and a constitution was adopted bringing the Ohio Society
into being.
Like other movements of a protestant nature, this
anti-Barclay sentiment grew with the years.

In 1856 the

question was still poignant and in the American Christian
Review we find Benjamin Frawclin (writing in favor of Dr.
Barclay's return to Jerusalem, he having been in this
lIbid., pp. 456-457.
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country since the summer of 1854) stating:
By the way, we consider it our duty to meet a wicked
and unfounded report that has been in circulation,
detrimental both to the mission and Missionary.
We
inquired of Bro. Ba~clay in person, and before a
wi'tness, not because we believed he had done anything
inhuman, or wi cked , but that we might make a reliable
statement, to save some good brethren from being misguided, in regard to his disposition of his slaves.
He says that he had several slaves that had descended
to him by inheritance, and one that he bought, at the
servant's own request to be placed with a companion,
the only one he ever bought. They were all Christians.
vVhen he had decided to go to Jerusalem, after prayer
one evening, they being present as usual, he told them
what he was about to do, and that they were all free.l
To the minds of those determined

to make no compro-

mise with those of their opposition these reiterated

ex-

planations were of no import, for they believed in the
righteousness

of their cause and would accept no diplomatic

solution.
In reference
John Boggs,
North-West

to this matter of Barclay's

in editing the September,

service,

1857, issue of the

Christian Magazin~. said:

The werst feature in the whole matter, as far as
the Missionary Society is concerned, is their persistent determination to send him back as their
missionary, in the face of the published and uncontradicted statement of John Tyler, the man who bought
the slaves, but also against the known wishes and in
violation of the moral feeling of a large majority of
the brethren in the non-slaveholding States, and the
avowed disapprobation of one of their ~/n board. In
forcing Dr. Barclay upon the Brotherhood, the editors
of the "Harbinger" [A. campbell, W. K. Pendelton, R.
Richardson, R. Milligaru and the "Reviewn rBenjamin
Franklin] virtually endorse the traffic in~he flesh
and blood, and bones, and souls, of those Church
members, who, for seven-teen hundred and fifty "pf.eces
lAmerican christian

Review, November,

1856, p. 347.
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of silver, tt wer-e transferred from the pious ( !)
Barclay to his Christian (1) brother John Tyler,
Elder of the scottsville LVirginia~ congregation.l
Close upon this dissention over Barclay's service came
the refusal of the American Christian Missionary society
to support, in missionary activity, those men who were
definitely committed to the anti-slavery belief and who
could not refuse to voice their sentiments in the matter.
Probably the most noted case of the Society's
refusal of support was in connection with the work of
Pardee Butler in the establishment of Churches in the
frontier territory of Kansas.
Pardee Butler was born in New York state and was
a youth in Ohio, a product of the Western Reserve.
Through contacts with the preaching of Walter Scott and
Alexander campbell, Butler was led to a sincere devotion
to Christianity and its proclamation.

He is spoken of as

being a man "guided simply by what he thought was right.u2
He believed slavery to be wrong and freedom right and in
keeping with this belief he became a crusader against
slavery.

He moved to Kansas in 1855, an action prompted

by a desire to be helpful to the free cause.
• • • • the government opened Kansas to settlement,
and left the slavery question to be decided by vote
of the people. Father decided to come to Kansas,
establish a home, and vote to make this a free state.3
1North-Vlest Christian Mafjazine, September, 1857,
p , 87.

2Char1es Pardee Butler, Kansas Messenger,
December, 1940, p. 1.
3Ibid.
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Naturally these crusades against slavery were not
well received by those favorable to the institution

l

and

Butler was made to suffer many hardships because of his
persistence in this cause.

Among other things he was

"rafted," a practice of placing the victim on a river raft
and setting them adrift on the river, their return being
punishable by death.l
This did not stop Butler, however, and he returned
to his home and labors unmolested by his enemies.
With the arrival of the year 1858, there was developed in the brotherhood a strong desire to support some
missionary activity in the rapidly progressing territory
of Kansas, and in the June 22, 1858, issue of the American
Christian Review there appeared the following letter:
Bro. Franklin: In the Review of the 25th inst. I see
an article from the pen of Bro. J. R. F., on "The
Kansas Mission," calling the attention of the Brotherhood to our wants in the way of missionary labor.
During a residence of more than two years in this city,
notwithstanding all the terrible scenes of confusion I
have witnessed, I have never lost sight of the importance to our cause, of making an early and energetic
effort to possess this garden-spot of all the earth.
We need not tell of the inauspicious circumstances
that have surrounded us, with their tendencies to blunt
the spiritual sensibilities and growth of the children
of our King, for the history of our Territory must be
fresh in the memory of all; yet in the face of all
these circumstances, a few have been diligently engaged
in planting the standard of Primitive Christianity in
our midst, and throwing ample folds upon the wings of
the wind, till it now waves in glorious majesty over
several congregations, and the sweet echoes of many
1Cf. Pardee Butler, Personal Recollections of
pardee BUtler, (CinCinnati, Standard Publishing company,
1889), chap. xiii.
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joyful voices first devoted and attuned to the praises
of God on the sail of Kansas, indicate that our labors
have not been in vain in the Lord. We have four
organized Churches to royknowledge north of the Kansas
River, and what there may be south I cannot tell, but
have res.son to believe that there is one, perhaps two,
near the Neorho River. We have learned of several
localities where several brethren live near to each
other, but without meeting, much less organization.
The brethren of the four churches named, have tried to
cooperate together to sustain Bro. Pardee Butler as a
home Missionary for a little while. He is an able
Evangelist, but the effort thus far I believe, has
proved a failure. The fruit of seed sown by other
hands in different regions, is here calling upon the
servants of the Lord, to come as laborers in the vineyard to gather a harvest to the Lord's house. Thousands here possessed of generous hearts, noble impulses
and lofty aspirations, demand that the sower shall be
sent forth to sow upon fresh soil the seeds of divine
and heavenly truth; and peace being now restored and
circumstances propicious, we are admonished that now is
the time to put forth our efforts. Meeting houses of
other denominations are being built and preachers well
sustained allover the Territory by missionary funds.
surely our brethren will not let the Reformation stand
in the background to be eclipsed by bodies of less
magnitude and brillancy.
"Salvation! oh, Salvationl '1'hejoyful sound proclaim,
'Till earth's remotest nation has learned Messiah's name."
Yours in the ~ope of heaven,
S. A.. Marshall.l
The failure of these efr arts to secure Pardee Butler
for this worle was due, doubtlessly, to his views of the
sl~,_veryissue, and his refusal to be silent in regard to this
belief.

This refusal of support '1astaken up by the anti.-

slavery brethren and became the center of a vast amount of
controversial comment.
The corI'espondence in regard to this wor-k in Kansas
was carried on by Butler and Isaac Errett, who was the
lAmerican Christian Review6 June 22, 1858, p. 99.
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corresponding
society.

secretary

In an effort

of the American
to acquaint

christian

the brotherhood

Missionary
at large

with the facts of the case, this correspondence

was publish-

ed by those men desirous

To answer

this action,
November
A portion

of sustaining

Isaac Errett

published

Butler.

an article in the

23, 1858 issue of the American
of this article

Christian Rev~.

is given herewith:

From an editorial in the Review of November 9th, I
learn that efforts are being made to excite the prejudices of a portion of our brotherhood against the
General Missionary society by publishing a correspondence between pardee Butler and corresponding secretary
of said Society, and attempting to parade it as
"confirmation strong as Holy Writ" of a purpose dark
and secret, and awfully tyrannical---a purpose
heroically dragged to light by these publishers of
private correspondence---an
infamous purpose to abridge "freedom of speech" and place a cruel gag in the
mouth of the aforesaid would-be-martyr,
Pardee Butlerl
And in view of this ruthless invasion of the rights of
said Pardee Butler, an effort is to be made to raise
money in the free states to sustain him in Kansas, in
full possession of his constitutional rights, lest we
presume, the constitution of the United states should
be virtually wrenched away from the grasp of a libertyloving people---and the star of destiny of free Kansas
should be shrouded in endless nightl And some good
brethren, we are told are alarmed about it, and are
haunted by the ghosts of murdered liberties, calling
for dire vengeance on the tyrannous Corresponding
Secretary of the American Christian Missionary Society
and for----Caah, the fruits of a righteous indignation,
to give emphasis to this heroic protest against oppression, and to render "aid and comfort" to a true
standard bearer---even Pardee Butler---that he may, in
spite of said secretarYfl keep the star spangled banner
gracefully waving over 'the land of the free and the
home of the braveS"l
If the anti-slavery
the Barclay

incident,

1American
__

p , 186.

1

brethren had been upset over

they now became filled with right-

9hristian

Review,

November

23, 1858,
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eous indignation, for here, to their manner of thinking,
the Society was refusing to support the work of the kingdom
merely because a man held certain political views.

The

fact that he insisted upon propelling those views into the
realm of his preaching made no impression upon their minds.
They immediately began the action necessary for maintaining Butler in his work, and as Errett mentioned in his
article, an effort was made to secure support for this
Kansas work from among the brethren of the free ste.tes.
Butler himself was sent on a tour of these states.

In a

report of his a.ctivities as published in the Christian
Luminary, July 28, 1859 he made the following statement
concerning his correspondence with Errett and his tour:
In the mean time, I had written to the Missionary
society at Cincinnati, to know if they could help us?
Bro. Errett replied he thought they could, but I must
"ignore the question of slavery and anti-sla.very."
Bro. Munnell also addressed me relative to a mission
in Kansas. Before I was employed to travel, I had
carried these letters to Bro. Numeris Humber, who is
nominally a slaveholder, and assured him, that while
Bro. Munnell's letter was satisfactory I could not,
and would not, give the pledge ind!co.ted by Bro.
Errett. Bro. Humber, having reflected on the matter,
said to me, that such a pledge would not be required
by the brethron in Kansas. At our co-opera.tion meeting in the succeeding fall the brethren made a free
will offering of the following testimonal:
"Whereas Bro. Butler has faithfully and diligently
performed the labor assigned him as our Evangelist;
therefore,
"Resolved: That the officers of this Board be
directed to procure the services of Bro. Butler, or
some other suitable person to solicit aid in the states
for this society."
The correspondence between myself and Bro. Errett
was published. Bro. Humber, as president of the Board,
did not call it together to complete the arrangement
contemplated in the above resolution. On my part, I
felt unwilling to importune him. I went on my tour
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last winter, simply under the indorsement and approval
of my own congregation.
I left home December 16th, 1858 and returned May
12, 1859.
I visited the Military Tract, Ills., Northeastern Iowa, the south-western part of Michigan,
central and Eastern Indiana, and Northern Ohio. It
had been my intention to visit Southern Ohio, and the
city of CinCinnati, but sickness at home, and the fact
that I found myself greatly broken d osn by my own
labor, induced me to forego this intention.
The amount
of money in hand realized was $365. Expenses $110---Leaving a balance in hand of ~?255" as the first installment of the fund of our begun mission.l
It was in this controversial
men of the North-west

that the

section of the country came to see

the need for another missionary
probable

atmosphere

organization.

It is

that Butler, while on the tour already spoken of,

in conference

with men of like Views" aided in the laying

of plans for the organization
the same report

of such a society, for in

in which he gave the information

quoted

above, he also stated:
We have three pressing wants:
1. we want sustained a paper that will not bow the
knee to the image of this modern Baal. Such a paper
we have, but it should not be concealed, that it must
pass through a fiery ordeal, and that it can only be
sustained by the most stringent and perinacious efforts of its friends.
Let them look well to it.
2. We need a convention made up of men who regard
slavery as a moral evil, and who are disposed to make
their own consciences and not the consciences of
other men, the rule of their action.
3. We need a missionary fund, which shall be placed
in such hands that it shall not be prostituted to the
vile use of bribing men into silence on the subject
of slavery. 2
The publication
lChristian

-

2Ibid.

of this article was evidently

Luminary,

July 28, 1859.

the
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first

public

convention,
going

indication
although

however,

This reference

as being an indication

to a convention
of immediate

for when the Call for the convention

for the first time in the september,
journals

to call such a

the ground work had been privately

on for sometime.

not recognized

of the intention

of the brotherhood

that the instigators

secret from the Brotherhood
Benjamin

action

was published

1859, issues of the

the cry immediately

had purposely

went up

kept their actions

at large.

This sentiment

Franklin

of the American

expressed

by Editor

Christian

Review when he said:

was

was

,In the absence of all knowledge as to where these
circulars were pr-Lntied , who prepared them, who mailed
them abroad, added to the .fact they were not published
in any o.f the journals, political or religious, edited
by our brethren, and the general ignorance of the
brethren in relation thereto, it was but reasonable to
conclude that the whole matter was one of secrecy.l
This leads to a consideration
convention

of the Call for the

and its results.

lAmerican

Christian

Review,

September

6, 1859.

CHAPTER III
THE CALL
The first issuance of the Call for the North-West
Christian

convention

was made in the form of a circular

sent by John Boggs and Ovid Butler to responsible
in the churches
the movement.
archives

or communities
An examination

of the School

University,

persons

they wished to interest in
of the circulars now in the

of Religion

Library, Butler

shows them to bear dates either in Mayor

early June of 1859.
John Boggs was at this time the editor of the
Christian

Luminarl

Magazine,

both published

opposed

successor

to the North west Christian

in Cincinnati.

He was bitterly

to slavery and his editorship bears fervent testi-

mony to his belief.

In his auto-biography

following

concerning his anti-slavery

statements

he made the
writings:

If the subject of "Universal Liberty" occupied
more space than any of the others editorially, it was
because it was from the beginning assailed on all
handa; some-times coming from the moat unexpected
quarters.
It was, no doubt, an account of the unfortunate connection in which the Disciples stood to
the great antagonism of universal liberty; American
SlaverI that the subject produced so much sensitiveness, when brought up for discussion.
While the
institution only existed practically, in the slave
states; yet it had many apologists in the North, both
in Church and state. Holding slaves was no barrier
to church membership, or to the occupa.ncy of the
highest ecclesiastical positions among the Disciples.
It is not desirable to dwell upon the subject now,
30
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as slavery, at least in the letter, has become a dead
issue in the U. S., but after an examination of all we
wrote from beginning to ending on that subject, we
find nothing which, under the circumstances, we could
wish had been unv~itten.
opponents were treated
courteously, obloquy and misrepresentation were endured
as meekly as possible, and we only made an expose of
its abominations, when the cause of truth and righteousness demanded it.l
Ovid Butler, a resident
attorney,

greatly

of Christ,

interested

of Indianapolis,

in the work of the Disciples

having been converted

ing the writings

of Campbell.

from skepticism by read-

"He studied, also, with

some care, the "new Translation,"2
cially the latter"

and these, but espe-

"brought him to the feet of Jesus.1t3

In 1847 he retired
to ill health.

was an

from active law practice,

due

He was convinced

•••
that, although forced by confirmed ill-health to
give up his profession, still God had other work for
him to do, and had spared his life to give him an
opportunity to engage in it. Although he had then no
conception of what that work might be, yet the impression was an abiding one, and has given faith and
hope in the prosecution of his subsequent labors.4
Butler was prominent
western

Christian

in the formation

University,

lJohn Boggs,
pp. 229-230.

Backlooks

at Indianapolis,

of Northwhich was

on Life's Pathwa~, MSS.,

2This "New Translation" refers to the "Living
Oracles", which was a translation of the Bible, edited by
Alexander Campbell.
The pnr-a ae itA New Translation"
probably came from the introduction to the volume which
Campbell headed nAn Apology For A New Translation."
This
work was first published in 1826.
3M. C. Tiers, The Christian
(CinCinnati: Franklin Type Foundry,
4Ibid.,

p , 124.

Portrait Gallery
1864), p. 122.
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the forerunner

of the present Butler University.

His views on the slavery question were in harmony
with those of Boggs,

and from the facts which are available

it has been ascertained
gators of the issuance

that these two were the main instiof the circular

calling for a

convention.
These circulars
which was the following

consisted

of two pages, on one of

letter, signed in some instances

by Ovid Butler and in others by John Boggs.
Dear Brother:--Many brethren from different parts
of the North-West have suggested the propriety of
holding at Indianapolis an early convention of the
Christian Brotherhood of the North-Western states.
The brethren at Indianapolis favorable to such
Convention, lest they might be regarded as assuming
too much, decline publishing a call for it, unless the
brethren from other sections will unite with them in
the call. I send you the form of a call for such a
convention, to give you an opportunity of uniting in
it. If you approve of it, you will please sign it
yourself, and get the signature of such brethren in
your vicinity as also approve it, and send it as soon
as convenient to
•
This paper is sent to quite a number of brethren
in different sections of the country, and if the
responses show a pretty prevalent opinion in favor of
the proposed Convention, an early day will be fixed
for it and the call will be published, with the names
attached.
Will you attend to it promptly.
Yours, Fraternally,
On the other page of the circular was the following:
CHRISTIAN

CONVENTION

The Christian Brotherhood of the Northwestern states
are requested to meet in Convention at the Christian
Chapel in Indianapolis, Indiana, on the
day of
next at,
O'clock.
Questions of much importance to the Christian cause
will be presented for the consideration of that
Convention.
One of which and probably the most important,
is the question of the propriety of n~v forming a North-

1--
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Western Christian Missionary Society.--Many of the
brethren are in favor of such an Association far the
following, among other reasons:
They think that there neither is or ought to be
anything in our Church polity either to prevent or to
discourage the formation, within the pale of our
communion, of as many Missionary, or other benovelent
associations, as may be necessary to callout the full
liberality of our brethren. That owing to the conflict of opinions and the diversity of sentiment
among us, much of the liberality of the brethren is
lost to the Missionary cause by the effort to conoentrate all of it in one society.
That as the American Christian Missionary Society
of Cincinnati is avowedly an effort to secure far
Missionary purposes a oo-operation of the brethren
from all parts of the Union, and of every shade of
opinion, upon the question of slavery, to ignore that
question is a necessity of that organism, and hence
it consistently requires of its officers, agents and
Missionaries, silence upon the subject of slavery.
That those brethren who regard slavery as no moral
evil, may conSistently co-operate together for Missionary purposes in the American Christian Missionary
Sooiety.
That by a large majority of the Northern brethren
slavery is regarded as a moral evil, at variance with
the prinoiples and spirit of the Christian Code. They
think, too, that no moral evil can rightfully and
conscientiously be ignored by the Christian Church, or
Missionary Society, and that the Christian Preacher,
or Missionary, should at least have the liberty to
denounoe it, wherever and whenever its shadow may crOBS
his path.
That as those brethren who entertain these convictions cannot be consistent and conscientiously cooperate for missionary purposes in the American
Missionary society, their influence and their aid have
been hitherto lost to the missionary cause, and must
so continue, unless there be an association formed in
which they can co-operate. That such an association
is the oontemplated North-Western Christian Missionary
Society.
The new states and Territories, as well as foreign
lands, are inviting fields for missionary labors.
"The harvest truly is great, but the la.borers are few."
All the liberality of all the brethren should be made
available for the ingathering of this great har-ve ab ,
These matters deserve the serious and prayerful
attention and consideration of the Brotherhood, and it
is to be hoped that there will be a full attendance at
the proposed Convention.
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The exact number of circulars
the number returned

sent out is not known, but

may be estimated,

signers and their place of residence
times in the pages of the Christian
year of 1859.

This publication

tha t the instigators
prevalent

as a list of the
was published three

Luminar~ during the

is evidence

judged the response

of the fact

to "shoVi a pretty

opinion in favor of the proposed Convention"

as

had been the condition

stated in the letter sent with the

Call.

the blanks left in the Call for

When published,

the insertion

of a date had been filled in with November

1, 1859.
The list of signers first appeared in the september
8th issue giving the names of brethren from Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois,
number

Iowa, Kansas, New York, and pennsylvania.

of signers at this time was about 750.

september
addition
Indiana.

In the

15th edition it was again published with the
of several names from another community
The last publication

about five days before
tion.

was on Thursday,

in
October 27,

the initial session of the conven-

At this time there were over 50 additions

original

The

to the

list.
The following

as published

chart is an analysis

on october 27, 1859.

of the material
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STATE
Ohio

Indiana

Illinois

COM1'lUNITY
Harrison, Hamilton County
White Oak, Hamilton County
Mt. Healthy, Hamilton County
Solon, cuyahoga County
Alliance, stark County
*Hartsgrove, Ashtabula County
Nottingham
Grape Grove
New Antioch
New Somerset
Eaton, Loraine County
~:-Lakecounty
Cincinnati,
Knox county
*Rome, Ashtabula County
~fuite Hall,
Worlttown
Bloomfield
state Line City, Warren county
Waver land
Burlington
Tipton
Balaka
New Lisbon
*West Lebanon, Warren County
Williamsport, Warren County
Nulls Mills
Peach Grove
Hendricks County
*Selma
~J-Kent
Miami
Metamoria
springville
Devon
Cicero
Martinsville
Coal creek
Martinsburgh
Franklin
campbellsburg
Indianapolis
-i:-Union
City
New Berry, Vermillion County
Danville
Monmouth, Warren County
*Abingdon, Knox county
Milburn, Lalt:ecounty

NUMBER
8

13
5

15
11
1
9

11
10
13
8

15
38
1

35
14
17
7
6

10
3
6
7

13
25
4

13
8.

18
4
6

11
3
5

15
4
9

5
9

4
6

4
4

12
5
5

14
4
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NUMBER

COMMUN Ilff

STATE

Davenport
Linn Grove, Scott County
Dewitt, Clinton County
Palestine
Long Grove
Springdale
Hillsboro
Drakesville
Delaware county
Rising SUn

Iowa

Kansas

Atchinson

New Yorl.r

Senecca. Falls
Waterloo
Tyre

Pennsylvania

west Middletown

The publication
comments,

4
18
13

14
16
2

13
7
?
?

9

County

6
2
2
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of this call gave rise to many

both pro and con" on the part of editors,l

preachers,2

and laymen alike.

A study of the Call sheets,

on many of which the signers penned comments expreasing
their opinions
varying

of the move~ gives a fnir picture of the

reactions

to this call.

~'These cnll sheets are the only ones of the entire
list as published in the october 27, 1859 issue of the
Christia.n LuminnrI which are not in the posaession of the
School or ReligIon Library, Butler University.
Lrhe editorial comments may well be represented by
A. Chatterton, in The Evangelist, September l859~ p. 474;
and Elijah Goodwin-;-in tne chi·istiaE-Record~ September
1859, p. 283.
2The expression of the attitude of James Madison
Mathes who had recently taken pastoral oversight of the
church at New Albany, Indiana, may be found in the
Christia~Record
of October 1859, p. 294.
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From Tipton,
comment:

Tipton County,

"Dear Brethren:

on this paper mearly
anything

further
Another

the following

a few of us have set our nameD

csic.J as good wishers"

not promising

at this time."
signer from Indiana" E. Martindale"

statement,

sent

along with the Call: "I think

there is a large majority

of all the Churches

Co. Ind. in favor of the proposed
From Nulls Mills,
paper accompanied

Indiana came this

in Henry

convention."

Indiana a note on a separate

the returned

Call.

It read as follows:l

"Brother Butler I have got you the names in closed
three of them is not church members but well wishors
to the cause I could have got a grate many subscriber
of respectful men & wimmen a grate many Methodist
would have signed there names but I did not know
whether it would be expedd.errt or not there is a gr-a te
many Brethering and Sisters of the Christian Church
would have give there names but they was timmed and
afraid it would divide the Church if telling the
people of there sins and iniquithys will divide the
Church I say do right and leave the consiquinceD with
God. Respectfully yours, James M. Green."
From Hendricks

county"

Indiana:

Brother O. Butler" Sir: Brother Green & Montgomery
would not sign this, tho they are opposed to the
ignorationists, but being" as many of us are" members
of the A C M Society, they think we ought to meet
from the No west and out vote them in electing
officers" rescinding the "gag" and even having the
meeting moved to Indianapolis Chicago or Lafayette.
That if we organize another Me Society it will be
making a division" and could we so act as to cause
the slave power to yeild its exactions or secede it
would be better.
Write me on this suggestion.
Yours" Wm. P . Shockey."

original

IThese comments
call sheets.

have been copied verbatim from the
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These comments

taken from the returned

Call sheets

show every shade of opinion on the subject as expressed by
those who signed.
completely

Some indicated

acceptable

that the matter was not

even though by Signing the Calls

they gave sanction to the convention
zation of a Missionary
analytical

at which the organi-

Society would be discussed.

In an

way our study of the call sheets on which there

were comments reveals
definitely

that four of the congregations

averse to the call; 7 congregations

on the question;

were

were divided

22 had a majority favorable; and 5 were

in full accord with the proposition.
As the time of the Convention
con tr-over

sv

approached

the

over the matter became more and more intense

with the space devoted to it in the journals increasing
more and more.

These brethren who had instigated

the move

were not to be turned from their path, however, and the
week before
appeared~

the Convention

date the following

statement

from the pen of John Boggs:

••••
Elder J. J. MoSS, and others, are determined
to prevent those in favor of a free missionary association, from organizing such a society. The writers
in the Review, and others, opposed to the Convention~
have labored in vain to frighten anti-slavery bretr~en
from their principles, and now at the eleventh hour,
they sound the toc sin, in order to rally the enemies
of the Convention, in sufficient numbers to vote down
any proposition for a new missionary society.l
In an atmosphere
approaching

tense with the excitement

storm, the North-West

IChristian

Luminary,

Christian

of an

Convention met

october 27, 1859.
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on November
Indianapolis,

1, 1859, in the Christian

Chapell in

Indiana.

INoW known as the central Christian Church.

CHAPTIlR

IV

THE CONVENTION

In the Christian
there appeared
determined,
Christian

the only time, the minutes
Convention,

the proceedings

completion

in the compiling

chairman,

the chair,

of this chapter on the Convention.
1, 1859, at 2

Chapel at Indianapolis.

A

Brother R. T. Brown,2 was called to

and the convention

proper was opened with

service.

Upon the recommendation
appointed

Fortunate-

far study, and have been most

opened on November

"appr opr-Latrereligious

chairman

as well

of this work, these

cLock P. M. in the christian

temporary

17, 1859

of the North-west

to the convention.

have been availablel

The meeting
0'

including

presented

ly, for the accurate

valuable

of November

for the first and, as far as can be

as the addresses

minutes

Luminary

a committee,

lChl'ist1an Luminary,

tt

of the convention

the

composed of one member from

November

17, 1859.
the occupant of the
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each state and terl'itory represented in the convention, to
report names of officers for the permanent convention
organization.
This committee was composed of eight members, who
were: E. Martindale, Indiana; B. U. Watkins, Ohio; E.
Alexander, Michigan; W. P. Shockey, Illinois; Jonas
Hartzell,

Iowa; M. McKeever, Pennsylvania; Jos. Matthews,

Virginia; Pardee Butler, Kansas.
The report of this committee presented the following names to the convention:

Bro. Cyrus McNeely, president;

Bro. G. H. Voss and Bro. Thorn.Wiley, Secretaries.
An enrollment of the delegates and the state or
territory they represented was then made.

This enroll-

ment showed the following persons to be present:
Indiana.
R. T. Brown

C. B. Austin
William stoops
E. Ha.rlan
M. Short
Levi Harrison
Thomas Hannah
T. W. Dodd
A.. G. Shockey
M. 13. McKirmey
O. P. Badger
John Burke
E. Baldwin
J. J. Moss
B. Branham
Wm. G. Elder
T. M. Burnaw
J. H. Butterfield
B. F. Martindale
A. R. Benton
N. Horniday
J. F. Brevort

E. Martindale

V. B. Cress
Christian Jameson
w. L. Crittenden
B. Branch
G. W. Branham
John L. Avery
T. M. Brown
O. E. Brovm
M. B. Pentecost
G. H. Voss
Thomas V'l iley
M. D. Green
L. W. Todd
Nancy Butler
Jas. Fleming
W. H. craig
J. Holmes
T. F. Records
F. P. Smith
John Lingley
D. Shanklind

George campbell
Ovid Butler
John Davidson
W. E. Ruble
G. J. Frenyeor
Jared Foster
w. P. Martindale
Drusilla Fleming
J. H. Mf)_rstelleI'
A. J. Moorley
Ohio
-

James Vandervort
Jo seph Brya.nt
F. B. Howells
B. U. Watkins
John Boggs
John Easter
Mary A. Howells
H. C. Tillson
Joseph Marshall
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Michigan

Illinois

Iowa

F. Alexander
J. Hurd

Wm. P. Shockey
Vim. TidroVl

Jonas Hartzell
J. B. Allen
M. N. Warren

Kansas

Virginia

Terl'itor.x

Pennsylvania
Joseph Matthews

Pardee Butler

Matthew McKeever
Perhaps

it is well for us to here identify

some of

these men whom we find listed as having attended the convention.

Among

those whom we can definitely

ers may be listed R. T. Brownl

o.

identify as preach-

P. Badgerl T. M. Bur naw I

A. R. B'entonl, John Boggs and Pardee Butlerl
have already

dealt)1

George campbell,2

(with whom Vie

Jonas Hartzelll3

lAllen R. Benton was a member of the faculty of
North-West Christian University from its beginning, and was
elected to the presidency of this institution in 1861.
Madison Evans, Pioneer Preachers of Indianal (Philadelphia:
J. Challen & sons', lS6'2"),p , 416.
2George Campbell was a native of the New England
states.
He was well educated, and stood high among his
contemporaries.
\Vhile on a visit to Indiana, he came in
contact with the preaching of the restoration men and his
thinking on religious matters was changed. He united with
the church at Connersville in 1835. It was he who introduced
the resolution, in the state meeting of 1847, which led to
the establishment of N. W. C. U. He was a successful evangelist and an editor of note. ~.,
p. 315.
3Jonas Hartzell was a minister of the gospel who was
active on the Western Reserve.
Of him, as well as others,
it was said:
"Humbler men arose of limited education, but
fine gifts and utter devotion; men who, following the plow,
like Paul his tent-making, for daily bread, yet preached more
sermons than the aver-age minister then or now." Alo.nson
Wilcox, A Histor
of the Disci les in Ohio, (Cincinnati:
Standard
u lish ng CompanY, cl 18 , p. 53.
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John Longley,l J. J. Moss, E. Martindale, and B. U.
Watkins.2
Doubtlessly

there are others among these men who

were also preachers of·the Word, and these which have been
cited are by no means given as exceptions.

It may be said

of all these men in general that they were of good report
among their brethren.
Also included in this list are the names of many
men who were active in the churches of Indiana, and other
states as well, as laymen.

A.lthough most of these men

have never been included in the histories which have been
written of this period, yet they were well known among the
men of their era, and live yet in the knowledge of those
who have come in contact with their work.3

Such men were

C. B. Austin and William stoops, of Noblesville, Indiana;
1John Longley was at this time a well seasoned
veteran of the pulpit, with years of experience to mellow
his judgment and eliminate impetuousness. His was a long
life of pioneering, having begun his Christian life with
his baptism in 1801. At the time of the organization of
the C.M.S. he was in his seventy-seventh year. "His
sincerity in the sacred cause has never been rendered
doubtful by any aberrations from the path of the just; but
during the whole of his long iplgrimage, n his conduct has
been, "as becometh the gospel of Christ.
Evans, OPe cit.,
p. 27.

2B. U. Watkins was one of the early leaders in
Southern Ohio. Here he, as well as his contemporaries,
withstood It ••••
Shakerites socialism, infidelity,
sectarianism and Romanism." Wilcox, Ope cit., p , 135.
3This information has been gained through interviews with Professor Dean E. Walker of the School of
Religion faculty, Butler University, and Enos E. Dowling,
Librarian of the School of Religion, Butler University,
IndianapoliS, Indiana.
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B. Branch
governor

of Martinsville ..Indiana,
of Indiana,

prominent

of near Edinburg,

Ralph Records,
Seminary,

the enrollment

the interim

in First

11:19: ItFor there

among you."

of the convention

they had convened.
Christian

a slave-holder,

the reasons for the

and set forth the purpose for

He declared

Missionary

that the action of

Society in sending

to the Jerusalem Mission had left

they were to be identified

dorsing

slavery

action,

or they were to withdraw

leave the responsibility

in demanding

to be made.

with the society en-

and thus be responsible

He further

a committee

His remarks were based

them with one of two possible decisions

s.

a nephew

The opening address was

corinthians,

In his speech he reviewed

Either

Bible

among you that they which are ap-

proved be made manifest

Barclay,

of

for the Convention

by Eld. Jonas Hartzell.

the American

of Cincinnati

of delegates

preaching

of business.

must be also heresies

necessity

the grandfather

and Joseph Bryant, a brother-in-

to provide

on Pau.L!s words

T.

Campbell.

Following

delivered

Indiana,

Ohio; Matthew McKeever,

Campbell;

law of Alexander

was appointed

of Indianapolis;

the present president

Cincinnati,

of Alexander

which

John L. Avery, a

farmer from the vicinity

F. Records

during

E. F. Branch;

the father of ex-

to God for such

from the society and

to those willing

to answer for it.

stated that the action of the A. C. M.

silence

on the question

of slavery was
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schismatical,
subject

as enjoining

tended toward

silence on any legitimate

schism.

the society was an assumption

This act on the part of
of power never delegated

to it.
After

a further

of the brotherhood
few comments
Luminary

discussion

of the general attitude

and its leaders toward slavery, and a

on the necessity

as the champion

closed his remarks

of supporting

of the anti-slavery

with the injunction

rule of What-so-ever

the Christian
cause, he

that the Christian

ye would that men should do unto you"

do ye even so to them should prevail that the name of God
might be glorified

and his cause not suffer.

At the conclusion
was appointed
deliberation.
who were:
Virginia;

of this speech a committee

to present business
This committee

Ovid Butler"
Matthew

to the convention

for

was composed of eight men,

Chairman,

McKeever,

was

Indiana; Joseph Mathews,

Pennsylvania;

B. U. Watl{lns,

Ohio; J. B. Allen,

Iowa; E. Alexander,

Shockey,

Pardee Butler, of Kansas Territory.

IllinoiS;

The propOSitions

presented

Michigan; Wm. P.

by this committee were

as follows:
The committee to whom was referred the presentation
of business for the convention beg leave to report the
following propositions and resolutions for the adoption
of the convention:
Whereas this convention
sitions, viz:

avow the following

propo-

To the Disciples of Christ is committed the mission
involved in the commission of our Lord Jesus to his
apostles, recorded by the inspired historians, in the
following language to wit:
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"Go ye into all the world and preach the gospel to
every creature.
He that believeth and is baptised
shall be saved, but he that believeth not shall be
damned."
All power hath been given unto me in heaven
and on earth.
Go ye therefore and teach all nations
baptising them into the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe
all things whatsoever I have commanded you, and 10, I
am with you always even unto the end of the Vlorld."
2. In the work of this great mission, it is both the
privilege and duty of each disciple of the Lord, to be
actively and earnestly engaged, either by personal
labor in the missionary field, or by the contribution
of the proceeds of his labor at home for the support
of those who may labor in the field. To make such
labor effective it is also both the duty and privilege
of the Disciples of Christ to cooperate together in
organized associations for the furtherance and ma.intenance of missionary efforts.
3. Such organized associations or missionary societies
are proper and efficient agents of the church in this
great worle, and afford to all who will so do, an
opportunity to labor in the missionary fields, either
formally or by the transfer of the proceeds of their
home labor to those fields.
Such organization formed
by the agreement and association of the Disciples of
Jesus Christ, and sustained by the cheerful and liberal
oontribution of such Disciples either of labor or of
money or other property, the representative of labor,
for the work of the mission, may humbly and trustingly
claim the promise of the great head of the church to
his disciples.
"That if two of you shall agree on
earth as touching anything that they shall ask, it
shall be done for them by the Father which is in heaven."
4. In the past history of the church, there have not at
any time been such facili ties as are now afforded fat'
putting forth missionary efforts, nor have there ever
been louder and stronger calls for labor in the missionary fields especially in view of the openings which the
new states and Territories of this Union, as well as
foreign lands now present.
5. The true policy of the Christian Church is to encourage the formation within the pale of her communion
of as many missionary societies as by reason of the
convenience of locality, and the facilities of social
and religious intercourse, may be deemed necessary to
callout
the full liberality of the brethren, and
interest and engage them all, as far as practicable,
in the missionary work.
6. A conviction also prevails among the brethren of the
North West, that the American Christian Missionary
Society, (as a necessity of its organism) does, and
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must ignore the question of American Slavery in its
moral character, and aspects, by reason of which many
of the brethren are prevented from cooperating in said
society.
It is there.fore, right, proper, and expedient
that those brethren who entertain this conviction, and '
who regard American Slavery as a moral evil, at variance
with the principles and spirit of the Christian code,
associate together in the formation of a missionary
society, in which, and by which, that question shall not
be ignored.
7. Local convenience--facilities
and habits of social
and religious intercourse among the brethren of the
North-west and the Similarity of their- social and political inst::t.tutions,also clearly indicate the propriety
and expediency of such organism and association among
the brethren of the Northwest, for missionary purposes.
Therefore:
Resolved, That this convention recommend the immediate formation of a North-Western Christian Missionary
Society.
Resolved, That the brethren present in this Convention, who desire to enter into such an association, and
assist in the formation of such society, do now give
their names to the secretary of this convention, and
that said secretary ma ke out a list of such names.
Resolved, That as soon as an opportunity shall have
been afforded to all the brethren present, to give in
their names, as above contemplated, and to make out the
list thereof, as aforesaid, if such names amount to
thirty, or more in number then the brethren named in
said list do proceed at once to organize such society
and to adopt a constitution.l
The report
moved

to become

of this committee being received and

the order of the day for the next session

of the convention,

the meeting

adjourned until the next

morning.
The sessions
consideration
presented.

of the second day were spent in the

of the propOSitions
These propositions

and with minor

changes

lChristian

and resolutions

were individually

above
considered

in the choice and arrangement

Luminary,

November

17, 1859.

of the
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words,

the first five were passed.

of the sixth proposition,
recommended

With the consideration

however', a stronger change was

from the floor.

The sixth proposition being r-e ad , on motion of Bro.
Howells, moved to strike out the words "Horth-WestU
ca.rried. Bro. Voss moved to strike out the words "as
a necessity of its organism, n and the words, "and must",
which motion prevailed.
Bro. Moss then moved to strike
out all of the sixth proposition and insert the following:
Whereas, there might be also heresies among you,
that they which are approved may be made manifest among
you" and whereas the idea that has been pr omanent Ly
held forth by our brethren, that all God's people
should be united upon the Bible alone, and in the one
body, is a. mistake, and the idea that the prayer of
Jesus Christ, John xvii;20, that all that believe on
him through the apostles' word might be one, as the
Father and Son are one in heaven should ever be
answered, is a fallacy.
And whereas, there is a. difference of opinion among us, upon the subject of slavery,
and although a majority of our brethren are politically
anti-slavery yet they do not think with us, and as
none are "sound anti-slavery thinkers" but ourselves,
and we think it but just and right to make right thinkers upon this question a test of fellowship" and thus
form a new cr-eed and a new religious party. And whereas we wish to produce such a division among our
brotherhood, as will make us manifest and approved,
not only as having no fellowship with slaveholders, but
also as having no fellowship with very good Christian
political anti-clavery brethren who do not think as we
do; and wish for an entering wedge to produce such
division.
Therefore:
Resolved:
That the friends of this movement now
proceed to form an i~erican Heretical Anti-Union
Missionary Society, and we proceed to enroll the names
of all in favor of such organism
and as soon as
be found such society be formed.i
This proposition
the Convention

of Brother Moss' who had come to

with the sole purpose of opposing

of the group,2 was declared
lChrictlan
No.1",

Luminary,

2America.n Christian
November 22, 1859.

the action

out of order, and when appealed
November
Review,

l?, 1859.

"Indianapolis

Convention,
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by Bro. Moss, the appeal was tabled.
presented~

this proposition

true elements

never the less had in it the

of the attitude

Bro. MOSB represented,

Although facetiously

of those whose view point

those who felt that the instigation

of such actions would lead to a sharp division among the
Disciples

of Christ.

revisions,

With the dismissal

the proposition

of Bro. Moss'

passed with the accepted amend-

ments.
The seventh proposition
again Brother
one being

MoSS presented

was then read, and once

a substitute amendment,

this

stated in a more serious manner than the first

one" which had been rejected.
Whereas there are some things connected with the organism and workings of the A. C. M. S. to which many
br-etnr-en object, and whereas many brethren think the
managers of that society have erred in some of their
acts; and whereas~ the blessed Saviour prayed most
fervently just before he suffered for the sins of the
world, that believers should all be one as he and the
Father are one; and the apostles, in conformity with
that prayer, conunanded christians, saying "let there
be no divisions among you" and believing that this
union which the apostles commanded, and for which Jesus
prayed has reference to a union in SpiI'it and body, in
fai th and worship and in all OUI' efforts to extend the
religion of Jesus Clwiet on earth, and convert the
world: and believing further, that the formation of a
new missionary society, based on Anti-slavery principles, in the Christian brotherhood, would tend to
division and strife among brethren, Therefore:
Resolved, That this convention do not proceed to
organ~ze such a society at this time, but that we advise the Christian brethren of the North-West, to take
calm and Christian measures to reform and readjust the
machinery of the A. C. M. S. so as to remove its objectionable features and thus perfect the organism, so
as to secure the heartK cooperation of the entire
Christian brotherhood. '1
lChristian

Luminary,

November

17, 1859.
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With the presentation
Voss moved

that Brother

hour on his amendment

Brother

Moss be allowed to speak for one

and the motion was lost.

action,

the original

vention

turned its attention

presented

of this proposition,

proposition

in the committee's

The first resolution

Upon this

was passed and the con-

to the three resolutions

as

report.
was read and three motions

were made to change the wording as presented by the committee.

The first motion carried, the second was lost,

and the third tabled, which action was followed by a
motion

to adjourn until the next morning.

I
I

The session

of the third day saw the passage of

the first resolution
passed unchanged.
the enrollment
association

as amended, arid the second and third

With the conclusion

of names favorable

of this business,

to the formation

of the

was made, in harmony· with the second resolution

passed by the convention.
B. U. Watkins
M. N. Warren
H. C. Tilson
E. Martindale
w. P. Shockey
Jonas Hartzell
J. B. Allen
o. E. Brovm
Joseph Martindale
Nathan Horniday
Wm. stoops
D. Shanlcland
J. H. Butterfield
John Horniday
M. McKeever
A. G. Shockey
Joseph Marshall
Elihu Harlan
Thomas Wiley
Isabel Stanford

The enrollment was as follows:

John Martin

A. R. Benton
R. T. Brown
Phoebe Wood
Mrs. o. Butler
Mrs. Nancy Burns
Wm. Grey
C. B • .Austin
w. P. Martindale
Mrs. Nancy Gray
Charles Brown
B. F. Martindale
Ovid Butler
Mil ton Short
John Boggs
Pardee Butler
Joseph Bryant
Jas. Vandervort
William Tidrow
M. B. McKinney

John Burke
John Easter
E. B. Howells
J. F. Brevort
Mary A. Howells
John Hurd
E. Alexander
Thomas M. Burnow
John Hadley
Jared Foster
Joseph Matthews
W. E. Ruble
C. Jameson
John Fleming
Sarah Brevort
W. H. Brevort
John L. Avery
J. Fleming
G. J. Frenyor
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At the conclusion
heard

of this action, the convention

several communications

for which

publication

from churches and individuals,

in the Christian

Luminar~ was re-

quested.
This session was the concluding
tion and having accomplished
instigators
missionary

sought,

the purpose for whicll the

the organization

society,

one of the Conven-

they adjourned

of an anti-slavery
sine die.

Back of this action lay many months, even years,
of earnest
bring

eff~t

on the part of the anti-slave group to

all men of the Brotherhood

view regarding

the moral

in this effort,

objectors--the

tion which would relieve

sorted

For

responsibility

of other cooperative

l

to liberate the full
TIley felt that

was the desirable number, yet

of opinion existed to such an extent that

cooperation

end they moved.

they found license for as

of the Disciples.

one such organization

harmonious

they re-

of the individual Christian's

as were necessary

resources

when differences

of an organiza-

to God and the autonomy of the local congre-

many organizations

though

formation

of this organization

In these principles

benevolent

Failing

them of any guilt involving

justification

to the principles

gation.

status of slave holding.

they turned to the one action left them

as conscientious

slavery.

to an identical point of

became

impossible,

then the creation

channels became necessary,

and to this

l

CHAPTER V
THE

The organization
Society

was completed

tion discussed
adoption

of the Christian

in November

in. the aforegoing

of the constitution

of the minutes
ignorance

17, 1859, directly

the stated

of 1859 at the convenchapter.

Although

the

and we are left in

proceedure which surrounded

we are given the entire document as ac-

It appears

From

Missionary

does not appear as a part

of the convention

as to the business

its adoption,
cepted.

SOCIETY

in the Christian
following

Luminary

the minutes

a study of this constitution

purpose

of November

of the convention.
we can learn

of the society, as well as the mechanics

of its organization.
The purpose

of the society as given in the consti-

tution was as follows:
The society devotes itself and all its means and
energies to the Mis sionary labors as an Agent of the
Christian Church" in the work of her great Mit'lsion
involved in the Commission of our Lord Jesus Crwist,
to His Apostles) recorded in His words as follows;"Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to
every creature.
He that believeth and is baptised,
shall be saved, but he that believeth not shall be
damned."
"Go ye therefore" and teach all nations,
baptising them into the name of the Pather, and of the
son, and of the Holy Ghost, teaching them to observe
all things whatsoever I have commanded you.l
lChristian

Luminary,
52

November

17, 1859.
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As thus defined
tion the purpose
Gospel

in the language of the constitu-

of the Society was to proclaim the

of Jesus Christ in all the world as an agent of

the church.l

The same purpose may be found expressed in

slightly

different

words in the first constitution

American

Christian

Missionary

of the

Society.

The object of this society shall be to promote the
preaching of the gospel in destitute places of this
and other lands.2
Thus we may see that in stated purpose the two
societies

were in perfect agreement

then was their point of variance?
mark we must turn to the statements
as given by the two documents.
constitution

of the American

and harmony.

Vfuat

For this distinguishing
concerning membership

Article three of the

Christian Missionary

Society

reads as follows:
The society shall be composed of annual delegates,
life members, and life directors.
Any church or
missionary society may appoint a delegate for an
annual contribution of ten dollars. Twenty dollars
paid in at one time shall be requisite to constitute a
member for life, and one hundred dollars paid at one
time, or a sum which in addition to any previous contribution shall amount to one hundred dollars, shall
be required to constitute a Director for Life.3
lSpecial attention is here directed to the use of
the word "agent" by these or gand aer-a of the C.M.S.
The
Society was to be an agent of the church and as such could
not be divisive, as was claimed by its opponents.
2G. K. LewiS, The American

Societz,
p , 191.

(st. Louis:
3Ibid.

Christian

christian Missionary
Board of Publication, 1937),
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Article
Missionary

four of the constitution

society

of the Christian

gives us the following

statement:

The qualification for membership in this Society shall
be: 1. Membership in good standing, in some Christian
Congregation.
2. No complicity in the crime of American
Slavery. 3. The payment of an annual contribution to
the funds of the society.l
The membership
individuals'

of both societies was based upon the

connection

ment of an annual

with a local congregation

contribution

to ,-theorganizations.

two pOints were similar with minor variations
tails of each.
Missionary

However,

Society

of the American

a.nd unquestionably

tive embodiment

of tha.t for which

excuses

This state-

free from any participation

of slavery.

The founding

society.

the members of the society to

in the business

existence.

in the de-

a stipulation absent from that

Missionary

ment was that which required
be completely

These

the statement of the Christian

contained

Christian

and pay-

This clause was the declara-

fathers

for its existance--they

the society had come into
of this society offered no

gave reasons.

Whatever may

be said of those who gave the impetus to this action, let
it never be said that they faltered at the enomity of their
task or doubted

the correctness

resulting

action.

situation

was expressed

Missionary
Luminary

The attitude

societies

of their belief and the
of these men regarding

the

in an article entitled Missions and

which was published

in the Christian

a little more than a month after the second society

was organized.
lChr1stian

Luminarl,

November

17, 1859.
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We have nov'!fully organized two societies for
mi.sslonary purposes, "The American Christian Missionary Society" and "The Christian Missionary Society.it
The field of labor being the World there is undoubtedly sufficient room for both to operate without being
in the slightest degree antagonistic.l
Following
from the American

this statement a r-evi.ew of the report
Christian

where upon the following

MisSionary

observations

Society was given,
were made:

We have given as copious extracts as our limits
will allow of the recent Cincinnati meeting, and we
hesitate not to say, that to brethren who have no
conscience on the subject of holding their fellow
beings, and indeed their own brethren in abject and
hopeless slavery, everything was of the most encouraging character.
Those who do not look upon slaveholding as a sin in the sight of God" end inimical to the
growth of true Christian morality in the Church, need
not want a better or more flourishing institution
than the A. C. M. society.
There are many brethren who look upon slavery as
an unmitigated evil, and upon slaverholders as living
in the constant violation of the great fundamental
law of Christianity.
Such brethren cannot consistently
with these views of slaveholding associate, in a voluntary society with slaveholders for two reasons: One is
it would do violence to their conscience; the other is,
they would fail to give their influence against what
they consider a most cruel and unjust system.
In view
of these considerations the Christian Missionary
Society, was organized a few weeks Since, at Indianapolis.
It is true the new society is much smaller in
number, and poorer in purse, than the old one but it
should be remembered that it has not yet been in
existence as many weeks as the other has years. We
have learned not to despise the day of small things,
for we remember when the "current Reformation" embraced
but a few individuals.
It is a known and acknow.l.edged
truth, that as buildings rise from cottages to pa.laces,
and dwelling places from villages to cities, so the
principles of truth and righteousness if consistently
carried out by the few will grow and increase until
their votaries become the many.2
IChristian

Luminary,

December

15, 1859.
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Thus we may see that al though the ste.ted purpose of
the society

was the proclamation

of the gospel of Jesus

CrlI'ist,there was also the purpose of eliminating
ity of cooperation
in misSionary

between

enterprise.

the ne cea-

the pro and anti slavery groups
The organization

of this second

group was looked upon by those who carried it forward as
being

the answer

of slavery.
victory

of righteousness

They doubted

to the sinful practice

not that time would lead them to

and show them to be right.

There is no occasion for jealousy or rivalry between the societies, I?-oreason why any hard feelings
should find a place among those who are members of
either.
It is true, that, just as correct Bible
sentiment obtain among us as a people, so the old
society must decrease and the new one increase, but
let us all "bide our time,1t and wait patiently for
that revolution in public sentiment to come, if
anti-slavery brethren are true to themselves, and to
that pure and undefiled religion which they professedly embrace.l
The officers
consisted
urer,

of a president,

a recording

quarterly

corresponding
the hands

a corresponding

sessions

secretary,

of business

a treas-

secretary,

This board was authorized

for the transaction

vene in special

society

seven vice preSidents,

secretary,

and seven managers.

control

of the Christian MisSionary

to meet

and could con-

at the call of the president,
or any two of the managers.

of this board was given the supervision

of the business

sisted largely

-

lIbid.

the
Into

and

affairs of the society which con-

of the choice and placement

of agents and
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missionaries.
Society

Article

also authorized

provisions

eleven of the constitution

of the

the Board of Managers to make

for the raising

of a fund through which young

men might be aided in their education for the ministry,
especially

tho se who would be willing

sponsorship

of the Christian Missionary

The only remunerative
constitution
His office

to serve under the
Society.

office esta.blished by this

was that of the Corresponding

Secretary.

and the duties thereof were set forth as being

the following:
The Corresponding Secretary shall be the correspondent
of the Board, and of the Society--shall keep and preserve all letters, and communications which may be addressed to him, or otherwise come to his hand by
virtue of his office; and shall keep and preserve full
copies of all his letters and communications as such
correspondent.
He shall be the general agent of the
Society and as such under the direction and control of
either the Society or the Board of Managers shall have
the supervision and superintendence of the affairs and
business afthe Society, and the general management and
direction therof. He shall devote his whole time to
the service of the society, if required to do so by
the Board of Managers and shall labor diligently and
faithfully to advance its interests and to promote the
accomplishment
of its objects and purposes.
He shall
receive for his services such salary and compensation
as may be previously fixed by the Board of Managers.l
The men whO were chosen by the membership
Society

to fill these officers were Ovid Butler, President;

J. L. Martin,

I

I

of the

George

N. A. McConnell,

A. J. Thompson,

dents; A. R. Benton,
Secretary;

Pow, Matthew McKeever, William M. Roe,

Treasurer;

Moses N. Warren"

l£hristian. Luminarx,

N. Dunshee,

Vice Presi-

E. B. Howells,

corresponding
November

Recording

Secretary; R. T.

17, 1859.
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Brown,

J. L. Avery,

Austin,

M. B. pentecost,

T. M. Burnow,

J. F. Brevort,

As has already
for the carrying
the hands

forward

on November

Board of Managers.

of the society's
The first meeting

would

of this group

in the Christian

Luminary.
of this group, it

their duty to see to the appointment
act as the agents for the Society

members

for the association

be willing

of the Society.

of men who

in contacting

and locating

to give in a financial

the activities

and a re-

signed by Ovid Butler, President,

As this was the initial meeting
became

work was left in

10, 1859, at Indianapolis,

port of its activities
was published

stoops, C. B.

been pointed out, the responsibility

of the Boar-d,

was held

William

new

those who would

way to the support of

The men who were appointed

to this work were listed by Butler in his report

in the

following

County,

Kansas;

order:

William

McConnell,
Marion,
Union

Pardee Butler, Pardee Atchinson

Marian,

Danville,

Indiana;

Martinsburg,

McKeever,

west

Atchinson

county,

Indiana;

Cincinnatti,

Abingdon,

Ills.; Thoa. Wiley,

George Pow, New Albany,
Washington

Middletown,

Pardee,

Illinois; N. A.

Lynn County, Iowa; Joo eph Bryant,

Ohio; J. W. Thompson"

City,

Martin,

P. Shockey,

county,

county,

Pennsylvania;

Ohio; J. L.

Indiana; Matthew
M. Dunshee,

Kansas; E. Martindale,

Wm. M. Roe, Buchanan,

Michigan;

OhiO; C. B. Austin, Noblesville"

Many of these names will be recognized

Henry
John Boggs,

Indiana.
as having

------_

-~---

~--
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appeared

in the activities

the beginning
separated
chosen

of this group many times from

of its work.

These men lived in widely

parts of the country, and doubtlessly

were

in an effort to reach as much of the territory as

possible.

It is believed,

found concerning
the preaching

of the gospel, and it is knoVin definitely

As preachers

vicinities

during

they were

often serving many churches in the

meetings,

preaching

to revive the spiritual

or group of churches.

the untiring

interests

every night,
of a local

Many of the flourishing

we have in our present age are monuments

to

zeal and efforts of these men and their con-

temporaries.

Their work of contacting

of the christian

an extra burden

Missionary

individuals

in the

Society ca.me not as

then, but fell naturally

into the ordinary

of their activities.
Announcement

accordance
cerning

this period of our history

in protracted

congregations

pattern

in its proclamation.

of their homes as well as spending weeks and

in an effort

interest

interested

itinerants,

even months

church,

can be

them, that most of them were active in

that all were actively

doubtlessly

from what information

was also made at this time that, in

with the provision

aid to ministerial

of the constitution

students,

con-

the Board was pre-

pared to extend aid to a limited number of young men who
would meet the qualifications
best present

this material,

of the Board.

In order to

the entire passage concerning
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this matter

is quoted from the Board's report.

The Board are authorized" by the Constitution, to
raise a Specific fund for the education of young men
for the Christian ministry, especially such as may desire to enter the missionary field under the auspices
of the Society.--Contributions
to this fund 'will
probably for the present, at least, be in the Interest
Scrip of the North Western Christian University.
That
scrip, to a considerable amount, is in the hands of
the stock-holders of the institution, and is payable
only in tuition in the institution.
Unless other funds
shall be contributed, the aid of the Society must be
limited to the payment of tuition.
To that extent, the
Society is prepared to extend immediate aid to as many
as four or five students and will probably be able to
assist all who may apply, professing moral and mental
qualifications
satisfactory to the Board.l
By this project
Christian

Missionary

of student aid on the part of the

society we are brought

even more closely with the ac~ual influence
the Disciples

of Christ.

let us deviate

of investigation
dently

and the Christian

but for the sake

slightly from our main course

and consider

existed between

of slavery on

It is not wise to attempt to in-

clude all the phases of this influence,
of accuracy

into contact

the connection which evi-

North western Christian

Missionary

University

Society.

In 1847, there was held in Indianapolis "the first
of a series of public meetings to provide for a
general convention of the friends of education."
Ovid
Butler, a member of the Christian church, was chosen
as chairman.
Henry Ward Beecher, who was to become
nationally known as a Congregational minister and who
was then pastor of the Second Presbyterian Church in
Indianapolis, was another member of the committee. In
1848 a state meeting of Christian churches was held
at Little Flatrock, Indiana, to take action regarding
the founding of a college.
A committee was appointed
to appear before the legislature to secure a charter
lChristian

Luminarx,

November 24, 1859.
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for the founding of a college.
One of the treasured possessions of Butler University is the original manuscript of this charter,
written by Ovid Butler.
In it the purposes and
scope of the institution are set down as follows:
uTo establish, found, maintain, and perpetuate an
institution of learning of the highest class, for the
education of the youth of all parts of the United
states, and especially of the states of the Northwest;
to establish in said instltution departments or
colleges for the instruction of the students in every
branch of liberal and professional education; to
educate and prepare suitable teachers for the common
schools of the country; to teach and inculcate the
Christian faith and Christian morality as taught in
the sacred scriptures, and to promote the sciences
and arts."
After the charter was gr-ant-ed immediate steps
were taken to found the college. Under the energetic
leadership of Mr. John O'Kane, $75,000 worth of stock
had been sold by July, 1852. A board of directors
was elected and they accepted the offer of Mr. Butler
of a beautifully wooded tract of twenty-five acr-es
at Thirteenth street and college Avenue as a site for
the new college.
Mr. William Tinsley, one time president of the National Association of Architects, and
the designer of Christ Church, on Monument Place, in
Indianapolis, was chosen as the architect for the
first college building.
It was completed in 1855, and
in November of that year the University opened its
doors as North Western Cl~istian University.l
These

statements

Butler univeraity

slavery

in the organization

of this institution

the, knowledge

it is not illogical

was also a close connection

No.6,

of learning.

we have of his fervent

crusade

of

ahow us very clearly the active interest

and labor of Ovid Butler
lishment

as taken from the history

between

and estabIn the light of

interest in the antito suppose that there
these beliefs and the

lAnnual catalosue Butler University,
Indianapolis, Indiana, June, 1944.

Vol. XXXII,
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establishment

of North western Christian

At the time of the organization
Christian

University,

organized

in 1840 under the guidance

was recognized

as the educational

tion movement.
tions already
movement.

Bethany College

College.
of North Western

in Virginia,
of Alexander

campbell~

pioneer of the restora-

It is true that there were other institutaking their places in the pattern of the

Bacon College, which was later to become

Kentucky

University

and even later, Transylvania

ity, was organized
The institution
beginning

in 1836, at Georgetown,

Univers-

Kentucky.l

we know today as Hiram College had its

in 1849 as the western Eclectic

as its second president

Institute and

James A. Garfield.2

However,

Bethany was the pioneer to the extent that it was an institution

founded upon "the Bible, as the only foundation

of real learning"

human philosophy,

In June 1850 ovid Butler

and moral science.tl3

sent to Mr. Campbell a

copy of the charter under which North western
University

had been incorporated

Christian

by the Legislature

of

Indiana.

In a letter sent at the same time Mr. Butler

indicated

to Mr. campbell

the reasons which had motivated

1M• M. Davis, How the Disciples Began and Grew,
(Cincinnati: standard Publishing Company), c1915, p. 167.

p.
3Millenial

2Ibid.,

169.

Harbinger,

June 1850, p. 334.

1
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the brethren
stitution.

in Indiana to organize another education inIncluded

in this letter were the following

remarks:
The propriety, and even the necessity of an institution of the kind in the north-west, will, I doubt not
be quite apparent to you. The Christian brotherhood
in this state, according to the best estimate that we
can make, numbers from forty to fifty thousand; and
in the states of the north-west the number of
Disciples may be safely estimated at over one hundred
thousand.
The brotherhood of the north-west constitutes, as we thinlc, nearly one half of the whole
Christian c ommund.on; and yet, Bro. Campbell, there are
some, and indeed many of us, who cannot avoid the conviction, that, in religion as in politics, "the south
claims and receives the principal attention of our
leading brethren. It So far as you are personally concerned, we perhaps ought not to complain.
We know
that with you, Bethany College is an object of paramount importance.
We trust and. pray that you succeed
in placing it upon a firm basis, which shall give it
strength, permanence, and prosperity, when you shall
have fallen asleep in Jesus.
Influenced, it may be,
by its local position, as well as by other controlling circumstances, you have apparently, and, we
suppose wisely, relied upon the south for its principal support.
We think, havever, that the northwestern brethren are as liberal and enterprising as
any other, and that they will manifest their liberality especially in favor of an institution to be
built up amongst them, and sustained by them.l
It does not require rearrangement

of words or mis-

application

of thought to bring out of these statements of

Ovid Butler

the fact that the intended establishment

another

college

or university

of

by the brethren of the North-

west was due to their dislike of the important and influential part the South was taking in all of the current activities of the day.

Why this objection

it ba.sed simply on a geographical
lMillenial

Harbinger,

to the South?

difference

~a8

which existed

June 1850, p. 330.
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between

the two sections

detached

way, without

dices and opinions

Viewed in a

knowledge of the existing'preju-

held by these men of the North-West

this might be considered
tension which

of the country?

true but in view of the general

existed during this period of our history,

caused by the question of slavery, and knowing of the
active
West

interest

displayed by these men of the North-

in the anti-slave

conclude

crusade, it is but natural to

that the establishment

of this new institution

came as a direct result of the influence of slavery ..
This f'act; will be even more clearly seen as we turn back
to the consideration
Missionary

of the resolution

society regarding

It will be recalled
board concerning

aid to ministerial

that the announcement

students.

made by the

this aid was to the effect that such

help would be extended
for the Christian

"for the education

ministry,

sire to enter the missionary
the Society.ttl

of the Christian

of young men

especially such as may defield under' the auspices

of

It was also announced that the funds to

be used for this purpose would be the Interest Scrip of
the North western
the educational
institution.

Christian University,2

field available
This indicates

thus limiting

to thse young men to one

in an even more forceful way

the fact that the men who were stock-holders
lChristian
2Ibid•

-

Luminarx,

of the

November 24, 1859.
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University
Christian
support

were also the men who were active in the
Missionary

Society, and thus adds substantiary

to the belief that the organization

Christian
action,

Missionary

Society was not a spur-of-the-moment

but came as the natural culmination

thoughts

and actions

of the

of their

during the years preceeding

time of the organization

the

of the society.

The amount of money which was raised during the
convention

was stated as being between $500 and ~~600, and

an appeal was made to the friends of the society to
endeavor

to raise this amount in order that the plans for

missionary

endeavor might be carried out.

this November
President

meeting

closes on this note of appeal from

ovid Butler.

For the story of the progress
this group we are confined

of the efforts of

to the notices which were pub-

lished from time to time in the Christian
editorial

The report of

pen of this publication

the visions

gives us an insight into

of work which were entertained

the Christian

Missionary

Lurninarx. The

by these men of

Society.

There is already enough pledged to support a mission
in Kansas" and we presume Bro. Butler will be sent
thither as soon as practicable.
We thiruc the Board
would run no risk in establishing at any early day,
at least one or two more missions.
We need one in
Canada, one or more in New England, one in Texas, one
in Nebraska, one in Oregon, and indeed we may adopt
the language of inspiration and say: tiThe harvest is
great and the laborers are few.tll
1Christian

Luminary,

December

15, 1859.
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Of the above mentioned
we can definitely

in the support of the work of pardee

whom we have discussed

personal

report

A

on April 5, 1860 tells us that the

Missionary

Board requested

missionary

in Kansas

In August

following

in a previous chapter.

from Butler sent in to the Christian

Lurninar¥ and published

of the Kansas

the only one which

say was carried. through is that to

Kariaaa which resulted
Butler,

missions

him to enter his labors as a

on the first of March

of 1859 a general meeting

territory

1860 .1
of the churches

was held at Big Springs and the

resO'lution was passed:

ResO'lved, That the thanks ef this cO'nvention be tendered to' the Christian Missionary Society, at Indianapolis, for the service ef Bro. Butler as a missionary
in Kansas, and that the Seciety be requested to' sustain him until the churches in I~sas shall be able
to' sustain their preachers.2
Just how liberal
this work in Kansas
work was supported
Butler

the SOCiety was able to be toward

is net known, nor for how Long the
but from a later statement of Pardee

it is to be supposed

that the remuneration

fer his

work was not cO'mmensurate with the cost of his living.
In 1862 our yearly meeting was held at Emporia, and in
1863 at ottumwa •••••
And now the \~iter began to'
feel the pressure of hard necessities.
For five years
I had kept myself in the field en a salary utterly
inadequate to my needs, and had been gradu~lly running
into debt, and these debts had to be paid.v
l~.,
Butler,
p , 213.

April 5, 1860.

2pardee Butler, personal Recellections ef Pardee
(Cincinnati: Standard Publishing CO'mpany, 1889),
3~.,

p. 225.
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In August
of the Christian
Vandervort

of 1860 Ovid Butler notified the readers
Luminary _of the appointment

as a missionary

second

project

group,

and the announcement

This was the

of the Christian Missionary

with the usual
A report

to Minnesota.

appeal

of Emerson H.

society as a

of its beginning was made

for the support of this undertaking.l

from this new mission appeared in the September

27th issue of the Luminary,
been engaged
Vandervort

in conducting

and after stating that he had
several protracted meetings,

states:

Minnesota is a valuable field for missionary labor,
and it may be ours if we will only come up and possess
it. It is a delightful country, and in the course of
a few Kears, will certainly be a great stateo Let us,
then, tstrike while the iron is not ;" and we may one
day see Christianity triumph allover this promising
land.2
On August
pages
Warren,
resign

23 Ovid Butler announced

of the Luminary

that it had been necessary for M. N.

the Corresponding
his position

continuing

through the

Secretary

of the society to

in order to care for domestic affairs.

this statement

he said:

Some efforts have been made by the Board of Managers"
to fill the vacancy" but they have failed hitherto,
and as so little time remains between thiS, and the
meeting of the Society, it is probable that the place
will remain vacant until that time ••••
• The meeting of the society will be at Indianapolis, on the
first Tuesday of November next, a.t 2 o'clock P. M.3
lCbristian

Luminary,

August 6, 1860.

2Christian

Lumi~ry,

September

3.!.!?!9:..,
August

23, 1860.

27, 1860.
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After

this announcement

had been pu'Qlished it was discov-

ered that the date for the convening
that of the presidential
order to eliminate
to change

of the Society and

election were the same, and in

this conflict arrangements

the date of the annual meeting

to Thursday

were made

of the Society

the eighth day of November.l

In the first issue of the Luminar:y follov/ing the
meeting

of the Christian

editor,

John Boggs,

concerning

Missionary

Society

gave the following

of 1860, the

brief communioation

his attendance:

We have just returned from the anniversary meeting of
the Christian Missionary Society, and have only time
to say, that it was a very interesting convocation.
The weather was exceedingly unpropitious, and, no
doubt, prevented many persons from attending, who had
made arrangements to do so. still the meeting was
respectable"
in point of numbers.
A good spirit was
manifest throughout the deliberations and we think
everyone
went away determined not to "weary in well
do Lng , n but to labor more assidously than ever, for
the success of the great principles of truth and
righteousness,
which are the distinguishing features
of our society.
The minutes of the meeting, were
placed in the hands of the Board for revision, and we
expect in a short time, to be able to lay the whole
proceedings before our readers.2
It is to be believed
meeting

were never published,

the ensuing
December

issues

that the minutes

for they do not appear in

of the Christian

6, 1860 issue, however,

given by Ovid Butler
lIbid.,

of this

Luminar1.

is printed the report

to the assembly at the annual meet-

October 4, 1860.

2Chrlstlan

In the

Luminar],

November

15, 1860.
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ing of the Society.l
In this report
stating

Butler prefixes his remarks by

that the most important

that of the Corresponding

office of the Society is

Secretary,

and since that

office had been vacant from the first of July the work
of the Society was seriously handicapped.
no annual report
annual meeting,

from this office to present to the
he himself had obtained a limited report

from the agents and missionaries
treasurer's
totaling
leaving

There being

report

of the Society.

showed an aggregate

&\;294.91. Disbursements
a balance

of $101.25.

The

amount of receipts

amounted

to ~~193.68,

Much of the amounts col-

lected by the agents and missionaries

had been retained

by them to apply on wages, and thus did not pass through
the treasurer's

hands, and could not be reported.

amount which had been received
Secretary,

and not included

The

by the Corresponding

in the treasurer's

report

was ~l;183.00.
The report
Pardee

of the Kansas Mission revealed

that

Butler had spent three months in Indiana in an ef-

fort to interest

the brethren

of the Christian

Missionary

he made 101 discourses

of that sector in the work

society.

During

this time

and received ~p241.9l which was re-

tained on salary and expenses.
William
If

p. Shockey was reported

lIbid., December

6, 1860.

to have labored in
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Indiana

and Illinois

ceived $90.00,
Treasurer,

until the first of April.

a portion

of which was forwarded to the

the rest being retained.

Other agents who were mentioned
received

by them included

campbell,

and the amounts

C. B. austin, $39.66; George

~p20.00; Thos. Wiley, ~~4.25; Clark Braden, ~~38.99.

The special fund for the education
and missionaries
in Interest

was reported,

Script

of preachers

showing receipts

Of

for the

of four young men.
The Minnesota

was encouraged
report

of ~\>13l.00

of North West Christian University.

this amount ~;86.00 was paid to the University
tuition

He re-

mission was reported

and the Society

to support this work liberally.

from Vandervort

was available,

No definite

but it was announced

that he had held two protracted meetings

with satisfying

results.
We do not know to whom the leadership
Society

of the

was given during the year 1861, due to the absence

of the minutes
of available

of this first annual meeting from the pages

publications.

We do know, however,

Ovid Butler was transferred
to that of the Treasurer.
to the effect
ovid Butler,

from the office of president
This is revealed by a notice

that all funds should be forwarded
Treasurer

that

to

of the Christian Missionary

Society.l

It may easily be seen from these reports and anlChristian

Luminary,

January 24, 1861.
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nouncements
condition

of this group of men, that the financial
of the Soc1.ety Vias in no wise excellent.

is but a reflection
period.

In April

of the prevalent

uted

and return

this change

conditions of this

of 1861 John Boggs was forced by the

lack of fUnds to discontinue
Luminary

This

the weeldy, issuance of the

to the monthly

in policy

editions.

He attrib-

to the fact that he had for

some time been fOl~ced to sustain a loss which he could no
longer

endure.l
We are forced to move from this point in our

history,

to that of January

our records

for that period of eight months are blank.

If there were

issues of the Luminarl during this time,

they are not available.
lication

1862, due to the fact that

QUI'

next issues of this pub-

cover the period from January 1862 until April

1863.
The annual
in the February
the Constitution
amended

meeting

1861 was held and

1862 issue of the Luminary
of the Christian

is printed

Missionary

Society as

by the society at this meeting.2
The officers

Ryland

of November

T. Brown,

Matthews,

of the society far 1862 were Dr.

President;

Elders B. N. Watlcins, Joseph

J. Hurd, J. Vandervort"

Wm. stoops,

Vice Presidents;

P. P. Wiley,

Corresponding

Pl..

B. cole"

SecretarY,

------------------~----------------------------------------lIbid.,

April,

1861.

Zpor a copy of this constitution
Appendix II.

as amended, see
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Elder

o.

E. Brown; Recopding

Treasurer,
Benton,

Ovid Butler

Elders

M. Evans"

Bro. J. L. Avery;

Boa.rd of Managers"

Perry Hall" Thos. Wiley"

Prof. A.. R.

T. M. Bur-now, Prof.

Bros. F. M. Cole and J. Bryant.l

The Board

of' Managers"

of 1862, contemplated
of the Christian
desires

j

secretary"

a further

Missionary

meeting probably
extension

in April

of' the services

Society and published

in the May issue of the Christian

their

Luminary:

The Christian Missionary society" at the last meeting
of the Boe~d of Managers" made an order for the
establishment of a mission among the manumited slaves
of South carolina.
To carry this order into effect
will require both men and means" and we desire through
the Luminary to make an appeal to the brotherhood
throughout the West, in behalf of this noble enterprise.
In the providence of God a door has been
opened to us and we have now access to a population
on our own shores, and speaking our own language,
which has hitherto been shut up in darkness, denied
the light of God's word, and degraded to a condition
scarcely above the most benighted heathenism.
The
elevation of this people is the work which God in
his providence has called us to perform.
This work
demands the education of these children of' oppression,
that through it they may attain to a knowledge of the
word of God, and feel the ennobling pOVler and elevating influence of its divine truths.
We want, first, a missionary of good report and
fair speaking talents, who will pioneer the way in
this great enterprise" and give us from time to time
such information of the wants of that people as will
guide us in our operations in this field.
If any
brother or friend can direct us to such a person"
they will confer a special favor on us, and aid in a
noble work.
The agents of the society" and all other
persons friendly to the enterprise, are earnestly
solicited to collect and forward to Ovid Butler,
Treasurer" Indianapolis, Ind., all sums great or
small" which they can raise for the prosecution of
this work, and they shall be promptly acknowledged and
faithfully applied.2
lChristian
2Ibid."

Luminarx" April

May" 1862.

1862.

~

i

I
I
I
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It 1s unlikely
was ever begun
pages

that this mission

as no further

mention

in South Carolina

is made of it in the

of the Luminarx.
In oUl~ study thus far we have noted that the

general

political

country

were

which

and social conditions

in a turbulent

the Christian

of the entire

state during

Missionary

Society

the years in

was planned and op-

erated.

It is well to recall at this particular

however,

that the years from 1860 until

Civil War were fraught
and blood-shed.
and loyalty

time

the end of the

with intense bitterness"

division,

The unity of the states was threatened,

became

the test of fellowship,

both politi-

cally and religiously.
With
flamed

anew within

Christian
rest

this new problem

Missionary

the minds and hearts
Society

of the brotherhood

declaration
ginning
hurled
would

of national

turned

of slavery.

been

that this new society
To this cry they either

a deaf ear or maintained

Christian

From the be-

there had constantly

the brotherhood.

was not the case.

the

to stand with them in their

at these men the charge
divide

of the men of the

the hope of bringing

of the sinfulness

of this movement

loyalty there

the attitude

In the september

that such

1862 issue of the

Luminar.'lhowever,

the matter was brought clearly

into the open and discussed

by John Boggs in his editorial

column.
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Every true friend of primitive Christianity must regret
that there ever existed any cause for a division of
efforts in missionary labor, on the part of those known
as the "Disciples of Christ, It or the "Christian Church"
The wisdom of the action which resulted, a few years ago
in a new missionary organization, is a matter, which we '
do not, at this vwiting affirm or deny. The fact that
we have two separate missionary societies, is patent to
all who are at all conversant with our religious history
for the past two years.
The great, practical question,
we wish to get before our brotherhood is: Can we be
again united, and merge the two societies into one? •
•• We need hardly say, that it was that accursed thing
known as American Slavery, that hindered our whole
brotherhood from acting harmoniously in missionary
matters; as well as in all others of a practical character •••••
Slavery has divided us, let the censure
justly rest upon whom it will. A portion of the
bretbren were willing to fellowship slave holders in a
missionary organization while another portion were not.
Hence two societies exist instead of one ••••
•
Pleading all the time for Christian union, we stand
before the world divided, inasmuch, as we have two
general missionary organizations instead of one; and
the cause of division is Slavery •••
• • The times
imperiously demand, that all religious organizations,
should bear their testimony against Slavery, as the
cause of the present rebellion; and as a system of
oppression and cruelty, which cannot fail to bring down
the curse of God upon any nation, which suffers it to
exist; and upon all people who either practice it, or
in any way give it aid and comfort. The anniversaries
of the two societies, are fast approaching; and it remains to be seen whether, as a religious brotherhood,
we have enough of genuine Christianity among us, to
enable us to take scriptural ground on the Slavery
question; thereby showing to the world that we are not
behind our religious neighbors, in our outspoken condemnation of an institution which is evil, only evil,
and that continually; thereby, removing the only real
root of bitterness there is among us. The meeting of
the Cincinnati society, fortunately, comes two we eks
before the one at Indianapolis; thereby, giving it the
opportunity, so to speak in reference to Slavery, as to
take away the necessity for the second organization.
If at the Cincinnati anniversary, resolutions, charging
home upon Slavery the responsibility of all our national difficulties,
and declaring its inherent sinfulness-are introduced and passed, it will be sustained by a
Cbristian brotherhood; and the Indianapolis society, as
a matter of course, would go down as a supernumerary
institution.
But if, through the influence of those
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who are willing to compromise moral principle for selfinterest" the brotherhood should be gagged, and preacher's and others who are known to be secessionists are
received 8.S bretbren in the Lord, and retained as
members and officers of the society; then it strikes
us, that l',lltrue Christians will repudiate the Society
and unite with the one organized at Indianapolis; the '
constitution
of which, forbids fraternization with
those having complicity with the sin of American
Slavery. 1
These hopes for the action of the American
Missionary
De c ember-

Society

were without fruition

issue of the Luminary

due to their having

s.

A. C. M.

the men of the Christian
to encourage

of this society,

gathered

announcement

together

attendance

with the result

in Indianapolis

Society.

As
until

consequence
January

Boggs in his editoral

Society

at the annual

that the number

on the fourth day of

1862 wa.s too small to conduct

meeting

was made that

Missionary

November,

8.

and in the

counted so hard upon this action by the

made no great effort
meeting

however,

Christian

the business

of the

it was nec eaaar-y to postpone the

13, 1863.

Concerning

this move John

column said:

·We greatly regret the .necessity for continuing the
Indianapolis organization" but nher-e certainly is now
no hope left that the other and older one" will ever
denounce slavery as incompatible with the spirit of
the christian religion.
A more propitious occasion
f'or'such a declaration will probably not occur in the
annals of' that society.
Every thing seemed to point
in that direction.
Other religious conventions had
led the way, and washed trleir hands from all countenance 1'01' the system of slavery which has culminated
in this most wicked rebellion.
Most of the leading
brethren in the free states, connected with the
society, are professedly not only good loyal men, but
even anti-slavery in their feelings.
still that demon
lChristian

Luminal'Y, september

1862.
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"Expediency," coupled with the over-awing presence of
several "border-state" members succeeded in choking
sown all expression relative to the great "maximum of
all evils" even in its present manifest development.l

w.

T. Moore

tlchoking down"

gives the following

account of this

process:

••••
at the annual meeting of the society in
October, 1861, Dr. J. P. Robison, of Ohio, offered the
following resolution:
Resolved, That we deeply sympathise with the loyal
and patriotic of our country in their present efforts
to sustain the government of the United states, and we
feel it our duty as Christians to ask our brethren
eve r-ywrier-eto do all in their power to sustain the
proper and constitutional authorities of the union.
There were many in the Convention who sympathised
with the sentiment of this resolution, but who at the
same time deemed it entirely out of order, as it was
a departure from the settled policy of the Society.
Without following the discussion of this resolution"
and the action of the committee with respect to it, it
is sufficient to say it was ruled out of order by the
chairman, Isaac Errett, of Michigan, though he himself
fully sympathised with the resolution, and wou Ld have
been glad to see it passed.2
'With the December
Luminary

ceases

existance

to give us any further indication

of the Christian Missionary

we have had available
from January
refers

issue of 1862 the Christian

through April,

the editor in no manner again

of this Society.

that the facts concerning

activities

Although

for this study the issues of 1863

to the existance

regretted

Society.

of the

of this organization

It is to be

the closing of the

are not given in detail,

lChrist~~E:...~~1E.ary,December

1862, p. 390.

2W. T. Ill.oore,
Comprehensive I-lis~~][of the
Disciples of Christ, (New York: Fleming H. Revell Company,
c 1909 ),

p , 49~.
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as were

those

concerning

Thus were
zation,

concluded

the activities,

of one of the most zealous

brotherhood

has ever known.

may have been
questioned,

extreme

to ignore

tion of their rights

/

its beginning.
as an organi-

groups of men our

Even though their att~it1).de

and the wisdom

of their activities

them is an injustice and a violaas Christian

brethren.

Cru~PTER VI

CONCLUSIONS
In our study thus far it has been our aim to
present

a factual

study concerning

Christia.n Mis sionary society
plished.

the organization

of the

and the work which it accom-

NatUl'ally in the course of this work there have

arisen

questions

which,

though pertinent

study,

could not be adequately

answered

to the general
in the foregoing

chapters.

It is our desire

in this the last chapter, to

conclude

with a consideration

of some of the paramount

issues which have presented

themselves.

It will be recalled

from the chapter devoted to

the study of the Call that in that document was sts.ted
in no uncertain

terms that the reason for the considera-

tion of such an organization
some of the brethren

was due to the fact that

felt they could not conscientiously

coopera.te with men who ei ther sanctioned
the ownership
remembered

or sale of their fellow men.

also, however,

the letter which
if the response
opinion

or practiced

in favor

It will be

that the statement was made in

accompanied

the Call to the effect that

to the Call showed a Upretty prevalent
of the proposed

convention,

an early

day will be fixed for it and the Call will be published.
"
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The

question

and

in view of the subsequent

whether

which

they acted

response,

actions of this group is

in complete honesty with regard to the

or whether

the face of evident
a view

arises in regard to these statements

they went ahead with their plans in
odds a.gainst their success.

of the sta.tistics concerning

of the brotherhood

Perhaps

the number of members

who were residents

of the territory

appea.led to will aid in our conclusions.
R. Leroy

Logan in his thesis on the Disciples of

Christ

and Slaverl

Joseph

Belcher's

the United

gathers

the following

book on the Religious

facts from

Denominations

in

states:

There seems to be a fairly accurate report given in
1855 and we shall give it here. The report lists
the membership of the Disciples of Christ in the
various states as follows: ••••
Indiana, Illinois
with 60,000; • • • • • This brings the total membership according to the above report up to 225,000
members of the Disciples of Christ in 1855.1
Of this number
Christ

as listed above,

having

signed

of members

approximately

signed

together,

of

660 are listed as

the Call sheets which were sent out.

is only 10% of the total attributed
Illinois

of the Disciples

This

to Indiana and

and in view of the fact that those who

the call were drawn from five other states as well,

the importance

of this number

of signers is greatly re-

duced.

It would

seem that it was the intention

of these

Slavery,"
Religion,

lR. Leroy Logan, "The Disciples of Christ And
(Unpublished B. D. dissertation, School of
Butler University, 1935) p. 34.
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men to organize
opinion

might

classified
though

such a group no matter what the prevalent

be.

That which

as imprudent

this number

men were

and indiscreet

and sound judgement, looked upon

in the brotherhood.

For this reason, then, the

C. M. S. cannot be considered
The question
frequently
cerning

during

the unity

charges which
instigated

as mere bagatelle.

which has presented

the course

itself most

of this study has been con-

of the Disciples

was constantly

of Christ.

One of the

laid at the door of those who

this action was that they would divide the

brotherhood,

and when

were those who were
was not the first
and it certainly

the Society

was organized there

sure that division was imminent.

This

time that the fear of division had arisen,
has not been

Was the brotherhood
which

is the fact that

of signers may have been small, yet the

of good caliber

as leaders

saves this action from being

the christian

the last.

divided during the years in

Missionary

Society wa.s in operation?

\

This is a question

which

tion of our immediate
history

study, but also to the general

of the Disciples

of its inception,
pled for the unity
God alone

is vital not only in considera-

of Christ as well.

the men of the Restoration
of all Christians,

for their guide.

Movement have

using the word of

Any threat to this position

has a1wa.ys met with opposition
were wise enough

From the time

on the part of those who

to see the error of such actions.

It has

"

)
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been the wise counsel
grievances

of men able to see beyond

and prejudices

saved the movement

of the current day who have

from st.and.LngLn contradiction

for which

it has earnestly

believers

in Christ.

ceeding

crusaded,

Thus it was during these years pre-

of the Disciples

from the division

which

bodies.

the wisdom

Although

the Christian
the majority
disagree

Missionary

overtook

on the sUbject

of the communion

because

of Christ was kept

the other major religious

Society

could not be grasped by
the right of these men to

of slavery was not challenged,

that there was room within the pale

for as many organizations

sery to call forth the full liberality
conceded.

the actual conflict

of their action in organizing

of their brethren,

and their proposition

of that

the unity of the

the Civil War as well as during

that the brotherhood

the petty

To many persons

of the brethren was

this presents

of the common misconception

as were neces-

a stumbling

block

that the existance

of

more than one general missionary

organization

expedients

in the body of believers.

represents

a division

or other

This, of course, is a division,

but it is an organizational

division

The unity far which the

and not one of faith.

Restoration
practice

Movement

pleads is a unity of faith in, and

of, those things essential

to the salvation

of

every individual •
• • • • unity does not consist in theological statements, social schemes, or organizational activities.
Disciples may give their influence to any 01' all of
these as individuals, but differences regarding the

(
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issues are not sufficient to destroy the unity of
believers.
Unity consists not in uniformity of
thought and theology, not in allegiance to ecclesiastical organizations, but in the acceptance of Jesus
as the Son of God, baptism into His body, and a continuance in the memorial given for the company of
believers - the Lord's Supper.
On other matters
Disciples may differ widely, but adherence to these
fundamental facts constitutes a unity which can not
be broken.l
American

slavery was a social issue, in the same

category with the pl'ohibition issue.
been important
fluenced

in the history

Both of these have

of the world and have in-

the life of each individual

in an indirect,

not a direct, manner.

As such, it is legitimate

individual

an opinion as to their moral

to maintain

correctness
Christian

or incorrectness,

faith and practice

The answer

but as principles

if

for an

of

they have no place.

to why the Disciples

divide does not lie in this conception

of Christ did not
of the true unity

alone, nowever , but also in the fact that the Restoration
Movement,

commonly known as the Disciples

Christian

Church, or the Church of Christ recognizes

earthly body as an authoritative
the responsibility
each congregation

no

voice, but relies upon

of each individual
of believers

of Christ, the

Christian

to God alone.

as well as

In a former

chapter it was pointed out that in all of the denominations
in which a division
authority

took place such an earthly body of

existed, making division

possible.

Not until all

lEnos E. DovIling, "A Revival of the Christian
Record," (Unpublished M. A. dissertation, school of
Religion, Butler University, 1943), pp. 201-202.
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men are brought
the divine

to a knowledge

of the truth concerning

plan for the Church of Christ will such

possibilities

be eliminated.

The actual end of the Christian Missionary
is in the most part a cloudy issue.
of the practice
existence

With the elimination

of slavery in the nation their reason for

was removed,

of the members

Society

but ,it is probable

of the Society in promoting

at the annual meeting

in November

that the laxity
the attendance

of 1862, even though

they were looking forward to such action on the part of
the American

Christian

nate the necessity
accounted

Missionary

Society as would elimi-

for their further existance may be

the death blow to the organization

Perhaps no definite

itself.

action was taken to dissolve

the body,

as such, and it may have existed in theory if not in
practice

during the year 1863.

as to what happened
remote references

to the Society we must draw upon

to it.

In his auto-biography,
ing the Christian

For our own conclusions

Missionary

John Boggs states, concernSociety:

Whether, under the conditions following the movement
was wise or otherwise may remain a mooted question;
but that it was made by those who acted from principal and at a heavy personal sacrifice because they
could not conscientiously afi'ilinte with slavery is
beyond all reasonable doubt. But God's overruling
providence soon caused the dd a trur-b Lng element to be
removed, and those who on account of our antagonisms
had said some bitter things regarding slavery as a
dead issue have worked harmoniously together henceforth.l
IJohn Boggs, Backloolcs on Life
pp. 93-94.
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This would
of the difference
two societies

indica.te that the removal
of opinion

and thus the Christian

ceased to exist.

of the "disturbing

through

the Emancipation

elementtt

the necessity

Missionary

It will be realized

removal

bitter

eliminated

of the cause
of

Society

of course that the

was accomplished

Pr'oclamation as well as the

strife of the Civil War.

The men of the Christian

NLissionary Society were never able to bring about the
condemnation
they wish~d
American

of slavery from the brotherhood
to do.

Christian

passed, however,
the government

at large as

In the 1863 annual meeting
Missionary

in which

of the

Society a resolution

the allegiance

was

of the society to

of the United states and the policies

thereof was expressed.
Resolved, That we unqualifiedly declare our allegiance
to said Government, and repudiate as false and slanderous any statements to the contrary.
Resolved, That we tender our sympathies to our brave
and noble soldiers in the field who are defending us
from the attempts of armed traitors to overthrow our
government, and also to those bereaved and rendered
desolate by the ravages of war.
Resolved, That Vie will earnestly and constantly pray
to God to give to our legislators and rulers wisdom
to enact and power to execute such laws as will speedily bring to us the enjoyment of a peace that God will
deign to bless.l
In this resolution
Christian

Missionary

as passed by the American

Society there was no open denuncia-

tion of slavery as an institution,

no mention

of it as

lReport of Proceedings of Fifteenth Meoting of the
Christian Missionary Society, CinCinnati, Oct.
(Cincinnati: E. Morgan & Son, printers,
20, 21, 22, 1863.

American
1863)
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either a moral

evil or an un-Christian

There was however
their rebellion

a denunciation

against

of most individuals
slave system.
occupied

was taken also to be a

It is entirely

of the Christian

passage

of this resolution

been striving,

in missionary

Christian

Missionary

then, that the

society saw in the

this as their opportunity

to be

with the American

Society.
reference

to the cessation

of

of this Society may be found in a bio-

sketch of ovid Butler contained
Gallerx,

activities

for the ex-

the goal for which they had

activities

The most definite
the activities

possible

Missionary

and accepted

re-united

of the

of the position

of the slave cause responsible

brethren

Portr~it

and in the minds

this was a direct influence

Thus any denunciation

isting conflict.

graphical

of the traitors and

the government,

by those in rebellion

denunciation

institution.

published

in 1864.

in the Christian

In writing

in which Butler had been interested

of the

the author

says:
In 1859, he assisted in the formation
Missionary Society,1t at Indianapolis,
ly ceased to exist.l
It is a credit

to the lives of these men as well as

to those of their opposition
of intense bitterness
past

I
L

differences

of the "Christian
which has recent-

that in spite of these years

and strife they did not allow their

to hinder them in the years which suc-
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ceeded

the period we have studied.

of the apostle
behind,

Paul in forgetting

and reaching

Following

those things which are

forth unto those things which are

ahead, they gave themselves wholeheartedly
mation

the example

of the gospel of Jesus Christ.

to the procla-

APPENDIXES
I.

CONSTITUTION

OF THE CHRISrrIAN

MISSION~illY SOCIETyl

1. Relying upon the promise of our Lord, we associate
ourselves together as a Cl~istian Missionary Society, and
agree to, and with each other, that with heart, and tongue,
and hands, in the application of our means, and in the
employment of our labors ..we will ..and do, noVi ask and invoke the blessing of our Father in heaven upon our Association and upon our efforts.
2. The Association
Missionary Society.

shall be designated,

The Christian

3. The Society devotes itself and all its means and
energies to Missionary labors as an Agent of the Christian
Church, in the work of her great Mission involved in the
Commission of our Lord Jesus Christ to His Apostles, recorded in His word, as follows: _ uG~ ye into all the world,
and preach the gospel to every creature. He that believeth
and is baptised, shall be saved, but he that believeth not,
shall be damned."
"Go ye therefore, and teach all nations,
baptising them into the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Ghost teaching them to observe all
things whatsoever I have c~mrnanded you."
4. The qualification for membershiP in thiS Society
shall be: 1. Membership in good standing, in some
Christian Congregation.
2. No complicity in the crime
of American Slavery.
3. The payment of an annual contribution to the funds of the society.
5. Any person possessing the above qualifications, and
making the payment as above contemplated, shall be a
member of this society, and his or her name shal~ be enrolled as such by the Recording Secretary, provided that
until the first election of secretary and Treasurer, the
payments be made to, and the enrollment made by the
Secretary of this Convention.
6.

VJhenever any number

of names not less than thirty,

lThis copy has been made from that appearing
the Christian Luminary, Nov. 17, 1859.
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shall be thus enrolled as members of the society, the
society shall proceed to the election of its officers,
under the supervision and direction of the Chairman and
Secretary of this convention.
The Officers thus elected,
shall serve as such, until the first annual meeting of
the society next there after, and until their successors
shall be chosen.
7. The society shall meet annually, at Indianapolis,
or at such other place as the society may agree upon, on
the first Tuesday of November, at 2 o'clock P. M. At
each annual meeting the officers of the society shall be
chosen to serve for one year, next after such election,
and until their successors shall be chosen.
In all
elections, and upon all questions requiring a vote of the
society, each member shall be entitled to one vote and no
more. Any member may vote either in person or by proxy
properlY appointed in writing.
8. The officers of the society shall be a President,
seven Vice Presidents, a Treasurer, a Recording Seoretary,
a corresponding secretary and seven Managers.
The President, Treasurer, secretaries, and Managers constitute a
quorum, for the transaotion of business.

>

9. The Board of Managers shall meet quarterly, at such
times and places as may be deSignated by the Board, and
may hold special meetings at any time upon the call of
either the president, the corresponding secretary, or any
two of the managers.
10. The Board of Managers shall have supervision, direction, and control of the affairs and business of the
society, shall have power to appoint and employ any and
all necessary agents and missionaries--to
select and
direct the operations therein.
And, generally, shall have
power to do all and whatsoever may be necessary or proper
to be done for the accomplishment
of the objects of this
association.
11. AS incidental to the missionary work, to which the
society is devoted, the Board of managers shall have power
to provide for raising a special fund, for the education
of young men, for the Christian Ministry, and may make
application of such fund for that purpose, especially for
the education of those who are willing to labor as
miSsionaries under the auspices of this society.
12
The president shall preside at the meetings of the
soci~tY and of the Board, and preserve order therein.-He
shall sign all warrants drawn upon the Treasury, and all
a ointments, and other papers requiring his signature,
p~ generallY, shall labor for the advancement of the
~~terests and objects of the society.
At either the meet-

(

;,;~-~~,

i;i3'

I

I
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ings of the society or of the Board, the President shall
have the privilege of participating in the debates, by
calling some member of the body to the chair.
13. The Treasurer shall receive and safely keep, all
the funds and moneys of the society, and duly and properly
account therefore, and pay the same out upon the proper
warrants, signed by the president, and countersigned by
the Recording Secreta.ry, and not otherwise. He shall, l
upon the expiration of his term of office, or at any or
be,removed therefrom, pay and hand over to the Board, or
to his successor in office, all funds, moneys,
books,
2
papers, and other things whatsoever in his • • • •
warrants shall be signed by the President and countersigned by the Recording Secretary.
15. The Recording Secretary shall keep and record full
minutes of the proceedings of the Board and of the Society,
and shall enroll the names of the members of the Society
in such manner and form as to show the time when each
became a member--the payments made by each, and the death
or other termination of membership, of each. The Recording secretary shall be the bookkeeper, and accountant of
the Society, and shall keep all its books and accounts, in
proper manner and form.
16. The corresponding Secretary shall be the correspondent of the Board, and of the society--shall keep and preserve all letters, and communications which may be addressed
to him, or otherwise come to his hand by virtue of his
office; and shall keep and preserve full copies of all
letters and communications as such correspondent. He shall
be the general agent of the society a.nd as such under the
direction and control of either the society or the Board of
Managers and shall have the supervision and superintendence
of the affairs and business of the society and the general
management and direction thereof. He shall devote his
whole time to the service of the Society, if required to do
so by the Board of Managers and shall labor diligently and
faithfully to advance its interests and to promote the
accomplishment of its objects and purposes. He shall receive for his services such salary and compensation as may
be previouslY fi~ed by the Board of Managers.
lAt this point there is an evident error in the
printing, as a part of the te~t has apparently been omitted.
2At thiS point the material from which this transcript is taken has been destroyed making it impossible for
us to secure a complete copy of this document.
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17. The ~Teasurer, Recording and Corresponding Secretaries shall each make report of the matters in his charge
quarterly to the Board of Managers, at its quarterly meetings, and annually to the Society at its annual meeting.
18. The books and papers of the Treasurer, the Recording
and corresponding Secretaries, shall at all tinIes,be
opened to the inspection of any officer or member of the
society.
19. The President shall be expected to deliver an address at each annual meeting of the SOCiety, and to make
proper provisions for public worship, and preaching at
such meetings, in the intervals of its business.
20. The Board of Managers shall have power to fill all
vacancies that may occur during the year, in any of the
offices of the Society.
21. This constitution may be altered and amended at any
annual meeting of the society, provided notice of the proposed change shall have been given one year previous to
the meeting when such alteration is urged, and two-thirds
of the members present vote for it.

II.

CONSTITUTION OF THE CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
A.S AMENDED AT THE A.NNUAL MEETING OF THE SOCIETY6
NOVEMBER, 1861.1

1st. Relying upon the promise of our Lord, we associate ourselves together as a Christian Missionary Society,
and agree to, and with each other, that with heart, and
tongue, and hands, in the application of our means, and
in the employment of our labors, we will, and do, now ask
and invoke the blessing of our Father in heaven, upon our
Association and upon our efforts.
2nd. This Association
Missionary Society.

shall be deSignated

the Christian

3rd. The Society devotes itself, and all its means and
energies to mis8ionary labors" as an agent of the Christian
Church in the work of her great mission, involved in the
commission of our Lord Jesus Christ to his apostles, recorded in his words as follows:
"Go ye into all the world,
and preach the gospel to every creature.
He that believeth6
and is baptized, shall be saved, but he that believeth not,
shall be damned."
"Go ye, therefore, and teach all nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost, teaching them to observe all things,
whatsoever I have commanded you. II
4th. The qualification for membership in this Society
shall be: 1st. Membership in good standing in some
Christian congregation.
2d. No complicity in the crime
of American slavery.
3d. The payment of an annual contribution to the funds of the Society.
5th. A.ny person possessing the above qualifications, and
making payments as above contemplated, shall be a member of
this Society.
6th. The society shall meet annually" at Indianapolis,
or at such other place as the Society may agree upon, on
the first Tuesday of November, at 2 o'clock P. M. At each
annual meeting the officers of the Society shall be chosen
to serve for one year, next after such election, and until
their successors shall be chosen.

Luminary

IThis transcript
of Feb. 1862.

has been taken from the Christian
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7th. The officers of this society shall be a President
seven Vice-Presidents,
a Treasurer, a Recording secretary;
a corresponding secretary, and seven Managers.
The
preSident, Treasurer, Secretaries and Managers shall constitute the Board of Managers, a majority of whom shall
constitute a quorum for the transaction of business.
8th. The Board of Managers shall meet quarterly, at
such times and places as may be designated by the Board,
and may hold special meetings at any time upon the call of
either the President, the Corresponding Secretary, or any
two of the managers.
9th. The Board of Managers shall have supervision, direction and control of the affairs and business of the
Society; shall have power to appoint and employ and all
necessary agents and missionaries, and select for each his
proper field of labor, and to supervise and direct the
operations therein.
And generally shall have power to do
all, and whatsoever may be necessary or proper to be done
for the accomplishment
of the objects of this Association.
And it shall be the duty of the Board of Managers to direct
and prescribe by proper orders, rules and by-laws, the
proper and appropriate duties of each of the officers of
the Society.
loth. As incidental to the missionary work to which the
Society is devoted, the Board of Managers shall have power
to provide for raising a special fund far the education
of young men for the Christian ministry, and make applications of such rund for that purpose, especially far the
education of those who are willing to labor as missionaries,
under the auspices of this Society.
11th. The Treasurer and corresponding secretary shall
each make report of the matters in his charge quarterly, to
the Board of Managers, at its quarterly meetings, and annually to the Society, at its annual meeting.
12th. The books and papers of the Treasurer, and the
Recording and Corresponding secretaries, shall at all times
be open to the inspection of any officer or member of the
Society.
13th. The president shall be expected to deliver an
address at each annual meeting of the society, and to make
proper provisions for publiC warship and preaching at such
meetings in the intervals of its business.
14th. The Board of ManagerS shall have power to fill all
vacancies that may occur during the year in any of the
offices of the society.

(
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